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Abstract 

This report is the result from a Master of Science Thesis work at the Royal Institute of Technology, 

and is executed by technology student Kristina Ahlinder for the behalf of Design Company Top Notch 

Design AB. Top Notch Design wants to expand their range of marine products and look in to the 

market of boat anchors. The aim of the project is to develop an anchor for small leisure boats for the 

Swedish market with focus on usability and safety.  

A detailed informational study was executed at the beginning of the project. To collect information 

regarding how potential users experience current anchors on the market, a user test and a digital 

questionnaire was done. Through the questionnaire, the user test, requirements from the company and 

the informational study a criteria specification was made. Some of the criteria were that it should be an 

easy to stow day anchor designed for leisure boats up to 27 feet and have a maximal weight of 8 kg. 

Other important criteria were good usability and innovative and interesting design.  

The ideation stage of the project was mainly based upon brainstorming sessions. 11 concepts were 

sketched and prototyped in paper and wood. Ten of the concepts were manufactured in small-scale and 

welded together in steel, in order to evaluate the functionality. The anchors were dragged in a sandbox, 

and the drag-force was measured with a nanometer. The anchor that performed best in the drag test 

was a kind of foldable plow anchor. This is the concept that was chosen to be developed. 

The anchor was further developed and tested before being modeled in the CAD-program SolidWorks. 

The final design consists of a fluke and a shaft connected by a joint, and a handle for usability, ease of 

recovery and for getting it in the right angle on the seafloor. The anchor has an automatic locking 

mechanism in the joint, and rubber details. The anchor’s material is mainly aluminum and weighs 3.8 

kilos and has a length of 48 centimeters.  

The anchor fulfills the criteria specification and most of the preferences and according to calculations 

the joint will hold for forces higher than 2000 N. The anchor will, according to calculations, have an 

approximate selling price of slightly over 500 SEK. According to feedback given by potential users, 

40 % has a good impression of the anchor and 26 % could imagine buying it.   

The outcome is a new and innovation type of anchor that suits the modern small-boat owner. The 

anchor has to be tested in full scale with the correct materials to fully be evaluated. The anchor would 

contribute to the conservative marine market. The anchor would be a brave and interesting addition to 

the current anchor market, as well as to TND’s current marine products.   
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Sammanfattning 

Denna rapport redovisar resultatet av ett examensarbete vid Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, 

utfört av teknologstudent Kristina Ahlinder för företaget Top Notch Design AB. Top Notch 

Design vill utöka sitt sortiment av marina produkter och undersöka marknaden för båtankare. 

Syftet med projektet är att utveckla ett ankare för små fritidsbåtar för den svenska marknaden, 

med fokus på användarvänlighet och säkerhet. 

En detaljerad informationssökning genomfördes i början av projektet. För att samla in 

information om hur potentiella användare upplever nuvarande ankare på marknaden utfördes 

ett användartest och en enkätundersökning. Genom resultat från enkäten, användartestet, krav 

från företaget samt informationssökningen kunde en kravspecifikation tas fram. Några av 

kriterierna var att det skulle vara ett stuvbart dagsankare avsett för fritidsbåtar upp till 27 fot 

och har en maximal vikt på 8 kg. Andra viktiga kriterier gällde avändbarhet och design. 

Den idégenerering som utfördes i projektet var huvudsakligen baserad på brainstorming. 11 

koncept modellerades i papper och trä. Tio av de koncepten tillverkades som skalmodeller i 

stål för att utvärdera funktionaliteten. Modellerna drogs sedan i en byggd sandlåda och 

dragkraften mättes med en nanometer. Ankaret som visade sig bäst i dragtestet var ett slags 

hopfällbart plogankare. Detta var det koncept som valdes för vidareutveckling. 

Ankaret vidareutvecklades och testades vidare innan det slutgiltiga konceptet modellerades i 

CAD-programmet SolidWorks. Den slutliga konstruktionen består av ett fly och ett skaft 

förbunden med en led, samt ett handtag/peke. Ankaret har en automatisk låsmekanism i leden 

samt gummidetaljer för att förbättra användarvänligheten. Ankaret är huvudsakligen i 

aluminium och väger 3,8 kilo och har en längd av 48 centimeter. 

Ankaret uppfyller kravspecifikationen och de flesta av de önskemål som ställts upp. Enligt 

beräkningar utförda kommer ledens axel att klara krafter högre än 2000 N. Ankaret kommer, 

enligt beräkningar, ha ett ungefärligt försäljningspris på drygt 500 kronor. Enligt feedback 

från potentiella användare har 40 % ett bra intryck av ankaret och 26 % kan tänka sig att köpa 

det. 

Resultatet är ett nytt och innovativt ankare som passar den moderna småbåtsägaren. Ankaret 

är ett modigt och intressant komplement till det nuvarande ankarutbudet, liksom till TND 

nuvarande marina produkter. 
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Notations 

    Wind Speed         

     Frictional Drag coefficient  - 

       Density         

     Area       

    Force     

     Holding Coefficient  - 

     Gripping Coefficient  - 

Anchor Efficiency       

    Shear Stress      

Translations 

                     

                         

                           

                                                

Abbreviations 

CAD   Computer Aided Design 

QFD   Quality Function Deployment  

LCA   Life Cycle Assessment 

GPS   Global Positioning System 

SXK   Svenska Kryssarklubben 

S/Y   Sailing Yacht 

M/Y   Motor Yacht 

TND   Top Notch Design (The Company) 

 

[An English – Swedish dictionary is found at the end of the report in Appendix ZA]  
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1. Introduction 

In this chapter the background and problem definition is presented, along with the aims and 

objectives as well as the delimitations of the project. Furthermore, the methodology of the 

project will be presented.  
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1.1 Background and Problem Definition 

This project is a Master Thesis work at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm 

Sweden and is executed by technology student Kristina Ahlinder. The project is executed for 

the behalf of Design Company Top Notch Design AB. Top Notch Design is currently 

developing a line of marine products for the boating market, and now wants to expand in to 

the area of anchors.  

The importance of having the right equipment to berth a boat could not be stressed enough, 

but the opinions according the most suitable anchor is a constant discussion topic. Different 

types of anchors are more or less suitable for different types of boats, sea beds, weather and 

not least users. The common foldable anchor of today is perceived as hard to handle, 

unwieldy and with a potential hazard of squeezing the user’s fingers. The anchor is today used 

as a day anchor, i.e. it is used when the boat is under supervision and the wind is light.        

1.2 Aim and Objectives 

Top Notch Design wants to expand their range of marine products, and sees the result of this 

project as a start towards a potential product in their line of berthing products. Top Notch 

Design’s vision is to take the products of the boating sector in to the 21
st
 century, using new 

innovative materials and manufacturing techniques. Top Notch considers the boating industry 

to be conservative, and wants to change this with new provocative, colorful products.     

The aim of the project is to develop an anchor for berthing of smaller leisure boats in the 

Swedish archipelago.  The primal focus of the project is on usability and safety.  

1.3 Delimitations 

The project is focused to develop the product’s usability, and to develop the actual anchor 

functionality. The project will not include definite suppliers or molds for the product nor will 

a full-sized working prototype be built and tested.      

1.4 Methodology 

To obtain the essential information on existing anchors and techniques used, an extensive 

information research and literature study is to be done. References is to be found in literature, 

internet and through persons within the boating scene. To better understand how the user uses 

the product and find potential problems with the existing product, an observation and user test 

is to be done. A user survey with questionnaire is to be done in order to further pin point the 

user’s relation to the existing product.  

Generally, the design process is applied on the entire project, initializing the project with an 

extensive literature study followed by ideation and development of several concepts. A final 

concept is chosen, design details set and a 3D-model built. The final concept is evaluated 

through different techniques.   
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2. Frame of Reference 

Safety is a main concern and priority on any boat. Nowadays, boats are often damaged or lost 

due to poor anchorage, opposite to the classical old problem of navigation. In modern times 

we have several digital aids to help us with safety onboard, such as GPS, electronic charts and 

radars. However, there is unfortunately no way of digitalizing how we anchor. An anchor has 

to securely berth our boat whether we anchor to shore or askew, and should hold our boat in 

position during different wind and wave conditions. The efficiency of an anchor and how an 

anchor functions is depending on many factors, most of them addressed in this chapter.  
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2.1 Seabed Characteristics 

One of the most overlooked aspects of anchoring is the seabed characteristics, mainly because 

the seabed often remains unseen. Although, the seabed on which you anchor is of great 

significance when it comes to the anchors ability to set and hold. Generally, you always seek 

for dense clay or fine sand to set your anchor, as these are the bottom conditions that consider 

being the safest ones. Unfortunately, seafloor characteristics can vary greatly within just a few 

meters, and even with an excellent view of the sea floor you only see the upper layer. As the 

anchor pierces the upper layer, it is of great importance that the anchor digs itself in to the 

seabed, but this might be impossible if it for example hits solid rock.  

Geologists have categorized the seabed in to four major categories by particle size. Different 

sea beds have different abilities to hold the anchor in place, here called the Holding 

Coefficient. If we compare the holding coefficients in Table 1, we can for example see that 

dense clay is 50% more likely to hold a particular anchor than dense sand and more than 

150% more likely to hold in soft mud. Rock bottoms offer no holding power at all, unless you 

luckily hook one of the flukes in a crevice or under a boulder, and are therefore given a 

holding coefficient of 0.00. This is only estimates, and can vary widely depending on the 

anchor type, the rode, algae, shell and coral fragments.  

Table 1. Categorization of seabed characteristics 

 (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) 

Material Particle Size Holding Coefficient 

Dense Clay <4 pm 1.50 

Dense Sand 0.06-0.6 mm 1.00 

Silt 6-20 pm 0.65 

Soft Mud 4-63 pm 0.45 

Coarse Sand 0.6-2 mm 0.40 

Pebbles 6-20 mm 0.35 

Rocks >20 mm 0.00 
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2.2 Swedish Conditions 

Anchorage in Swedish waters is different from example anchorage in the Mediterranean. The 

most common Mediterranean seabed characteristic is a perfect high density sand seabed, ideal 

for most types of anchors. The difference in anchoring is mainly due to the sea bed 

conditions, but also due to the tactics and traditions when it comes to anchoring in the 

Swedish archipelago.  

2.2.1 Swedish Boating 

The Swedish archipelagos is some of the biggest ones in the world with over 60 000 islands. 

Furthermore the inland has almost 100 000 lakes and canals. The coastlines, lakes and 

archipelago are open for everyone and the boating life is widely spread.   

Approximately 18 % of the Swedish household owns one or more leisure boats, in 2011 this 

equaled approximately 900 000 seaworthy boats. Furthermore, 38 % of all adult Swedish 

people have spent time on a leisure boat the prior year. The most common boat type is the 

powerboat without the possibility to spend the night, while the second most common type is 

the dinghy and rowboat without engine. Only 23 % of the Swedish boats are suitable for 

spending the night, and most of these are sailing yachts. The most common use of the boat is 

daily trips and fishing trips and the most common lengths on boats in Swedish waters are 0-

16.5 feet, followed by boats of 16.5-33 feet (Transportstyrelsen, 2011).  

2.2.2 Swedish Sea beds 

The sea floor characteristics in Swedish waters vary depending on the geographical location 

as well as with depth. Shallow and wind-protected areas with soft-sediment sea beds are a 

common environment along the Swedish coastlines (Hansen, 2012). Although, the general 

rule is that the soft-sediment bottoms mainly is on deeper water, and the harder bottoms on 

shallow water, close to the archipelago islands (Sunnydale, 2012). This is illustrated in Figure 

1, where a high likeliness of finding soft-bottoms is colored yellow, and a low likeliness is 

colored red.  

 

Figure 1. The likeliness of finding soft bottom-sediment in the archipelago outside of 

Stockholm (Naturvårdsverket, 2012) 
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The most common sea floor sediment at 10 meters of depth in the Baltic Sea is moraine clay 

with the occasional boulder and patches of sand (Lennmark, 2011). The geographical changes 

through Sweden in sea bottom-sediments are seen in Appendix A. That figures states that the 

most common sediment types is clay, course sand and rock pebbles.  

Another big issue about the sea bed conditions is the seaweed. In Sweden the most common 

seaweed is the Zostera Marina or Ålgräs. This weed is meter long and has flat leafs that 

grows on soft-sediment seabeds of 1-10 meters of depth (Marbipp, 2012). It is not 

recommended to anchor on seaweed area partly because the anchor has a hard time to grip 

properly, but also because of the damage anchoring causes on the marine life.   

2.2.3 Swedish Tactics 

All over the world and in the Mediterranean particularly, the most common way to anchor is 

askew, i.e. the boat is berthed only through the anchor a bit away from the shore. This 

provides with a few advantages over shore anchoring. One of the advantages is that the risk of 

hitting the bottom when anchoring decreases, and if the anchor drags the risk of hitting 

bottom or shore is little. Another great advantage is that as the boat is only berthed at one 

point in the bow, the boat rotates with the wind, leading to a minimal wind area as the wind 

always hits the nose of the boat.  

Swedish tactics is another. Traditionally, Swedes anchor their boats from the stern and with a 

few lines reaching in to shore from the bow, as seen in Figure 2. This enables us to jump 

easily from the boat ashore, and we do not need an additional dinghy to reach shore. The main 

reasons why this tactic can be used in Sweden and not in the Mediterranean is the lack of tides 

and the friendly shoreline in combination with good depth even for sailing yachts.  Although 

there are some advantages with this anchoring tactic, a great disadvantage is the increased 

wind area created. As the boat is berthed both from the bow and the stern, the boat cannot 

rotate as the wind changes, and a great wind area can occur. This increased wind area puts 

more stress on the berthing points; the shore lines as well as the anchor. 

 

Figure 2. Traditional Swedish anchoring (Virtual Tourist, 2012) 
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2.3 General Requirements 

The Anchor holding force is a combination of several different factors; the anchor weight and 

shape, the chain and/or line, the water depth, the seabed, the fluke area and the fluke extent. 

Because of this it is impossible to say what is the best anchor, it must be evaluated from 

situation to situation. However, there are a few general requirements and preferences that 

must be fulfilled for every anchorage, as seen in the list below.  

 The anchor should have a shape that gives it the biggest possible holding force 

 The anchor should as fast as possible set in the seabed 

 The anchor should not capsize as the force changes direction, i.e. be roll-stable 

 The anchor should be easily recovered from the seabed 

 The anchor should be easy to handle (Borg & Åkerblom, 2012) 

 The anchor should ”drift” through the sediment, and not disengage (Poiraud, 

Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) 

 The anchor flukes should be symmetrically buried for best hold 

 Any articulation of the anchor must be in the open position 

 The tension of the pulling force should be parallel or close to parallel to the seabed  

 The anchor should re-align and re-set quickly (Fraysse) 
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2.4 Existing Anchors 

There are hundreds of different anchors out on the market today, and this chapter will give a 

general overview of the most common ones used in Sweden through the years. A summary of 

the pros and cons for some of the most common anchors are seen in Appendix B. The 

different anchors perform best on different types of seabed conditions, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. The sea beds on which different anchors performs best  

(Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) 

Anchor Recommended Application 

Fisherman  Rock 

Pivoting Fluke Mud, Sand, Weed 

Plow Mud, Sand 

Claw Mud, Sand, Weed 

Grapnel Rock, Weed 

Mushroom Mud 

 

2.4.1 Traditional Stock Anchors 

One of the most classical anchors of all is the Fisherman Anchor, a classic stock anchor. You 

might recognize it as the anchor seen in tattoos, jewelry and clothes. The fisherman has two 

small flukes attached to a tall and thin shank and has a perpendicular stock at the top. The 

stock prevents the anchor from settling the bottom with the flukes horizontal to the sea bed, as 

well as prevents it from capsizing under strain. The holding capacity in sand or mud is low, 

but high in rock bottoms where the small flukes can grab hold. Unfortunately, the Fisherman 

anchor demands a relatively high weight to function properly. The anchor can often be 

disassembled, but even in that form the anchor is difficult to stow. A Fisherman anchor can be 

seen in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. The Fisherman anchor (Young Boat Yard, 2012) 
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2.4.2 Pivoting-Fluke Anchors 

A pivoting-fluke anchor is recognized, as the name gives away, on the pivoting plate flukes 

that are attached to the shank. The big surface area of the flukes gives this anchor a good 

holding power, and because of the pivoting flukes the anchor can be folded in to a flat 

package which makes it easy to stow, although hard to handle. Many of the pivoting-fluke 

anchors present similar problems regarding the roll stability; the tendency to disengage in a 

“corkscrew” manner under load. One of the first and most common pivoting-fluke anchors 

was developed in 1939, and is called the Danforth (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-

Klemmt, 2008), as seen in Figure 4. The Danforth anchors patent has expired, and since 

several similar anchors of different qualities and efficiency has reached the market. Anchors 

of this type are often used as a secondary or third backup anchor on a bigger boat, or as a day 

anchor on a smaller boat.  

 

Figure 4. The Danforth anchor (eBay, 2012a) 

2.4.3 Plow Anchors & Claw Anchors 

The plow anchor’s fluke has a plow shape, either convex or concave, that enables it to 

penetrate the seabed in an effective way, and is less prone to capsize under strain than the 

pivoting-fluke anchors. The first plow anchor to reach the market was the CQR in 1933, 

which have a shank that can pivot in response to wind shifts and leave the flukes buried, 

although it has been shown that the hinge actually prevents the anchor from transmit the 

necessary torque to embed in the seafloor (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 

2008). The CQR is seen in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. The CQR anchor (Anchoring, 2012) 

Plow anchors often require bow rollers on the boat, as they are awkward to handle and stow. 

Several of the new-generation anchors, i.e. the anchors developed after the 1970s, are based 

upon the plow-design, and a few of them can be seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Different plow anchors, from left: Kobra, FOB rock and Delta  

 (KM Nautisme, 2010) (Calibra Marine, 2013) (Performance Products Technologies, 2013) 

 

The claw anchor is famous for its ability to penetrate the seabed very fast. It has a big fluke 

area that has good holding properties, but is limited in soft sand and mud. One of the first and 

most famous claw anchors is the Bruce anchor, as seen in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7. The Bruce anchor (eBay, 2012b) 

2.4.4 Day Anchors 

If you don’t intend to berth your boat during the night, you can use a day Anchor. There are a 

few alternatives in this category, and the recommendations are not to use them for proper 

securing of any sized boats (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008). These 

types of anchors can be used as a lunch anchor or when you have your boat under strict 

supervision. The Grapnel-anchor is a classic anchor for smaller boats, and is often the anchor 

that comes with the purchase of a new smaller boat. The grapnel-anchor has multiple folding 

flukes, so that one of the flukes always faces the seabed. The grapnel anchor has very poor 

holding power, and is often used as a hook to pick items up from the bottom, such as a line or 

an anchor rode. Another common day anchor is the mushroom-anchor, which is good on 

muddy sea beds as it digs in and fills the relatively large area. A typical grapnel-anchor and a 

mushroom anchor can be seen in Figure 8.   
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Figure 8. The grapnel anchor to the left and the mushroom anchor the right  

(Sheridan Marine, 2013) (Sea Sea, 2012) 

2.4.5 Anchor tests 

The anchor test that has been used in this report is made in Swedish waters, due to the fact 

that the anchor to be shall be used in this area. The test has been conducted by Svenska 

Kryssarklubben (SXK-V Tekniska Kommittén, 1989), and the entire results from the tests can 

be seen in Appendix C. According to the tests the CQR anchor is the anchor with the highest 

average holding force, and the mushroom the one with the lowest, see Table 3. When it comes 

to the gripping coefficient, all of the anchors perform well, but the Danforth has the lowest of 

0.87, i.e. it sets 87 % times of the anchorages. When looking at the efficiency of the anchor, 

we can see that Danforth has the highest one by far, weighing only 6.5 kg. The average force 

in comparison to the weight is very low for the fisherman, the grapnel as well as for the 

mushroom.  

Table 3. Results from SXK’s anchor test 

 (SXK-V Tekniska Kommittén, 1989) 

Anchor Weight 

[Kg] 
Average Force [N] Gripping 

Coefficient 

Efficiency 

[N/kg] 

CQR 11 >2185 1.0 >199 

Danforth 6.5 >2169 0.87 >334 

Bruce 11 1810 1.0 >165 

Fisherman 10.5 514 1.0 49 

Grapnel 12.5 464 0.93 58 

Mushroom 15 362 1.0 24 

 

The anchors perform differently depending on the sea bed conditions. The result of this is 

illustrated in Figure 9. As seen in the figure, most anchors perform at best in dense sand sea 

beds and dense clay sea beds. The grapnel anchor performs a lot better in dense clay sea beds 

than in any other sea beds.       
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Figure 9. The average forces for different types of sea beds and anchors  

(SXK-V Tekniska Kommittén, 1989) 

Other notables were also listed during the anchor tests. These can be seen in Table 4, where 

red color is negative, blue medium and green positive. The Danforth, for example, had great 

results from the average holding force test as well as effectiveness. But if we look at Table 4, 

it is obvious that the anchor has several other cons regarding how it is used. Furthermore, it is 

clear that the grapnel anchor and the fisherman are the two anchors without any severe cons 

regarding this.  

Table 4. Results from SXK’s anchor test 

 (SXK-V Tekniska Kommittén, 1989) 

Anchor Preparedness Recovery 

difficulties 

Cleaning Damage risk 

boat 

Injury risk 

hands 

Stowage 

under deck CQR H H M L L L 

Danforth H H H H H H 

Bruce H L L L L L 

Fisherman L L L M M M 

Grapnel M L L M M L 

Mushroom H M L L L M 
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2.4.6 Special Design Attributes 

Some of the existing anchors have special design attributes that the supplier of the product 

claims increases its effectiveness in some way. If the attributes truly is helpful or not, is of 

course hard to determine, but below is some of these attributes clarified.  

One of the most common design attributes is the stock. The stock claims to orient the anchor 

to a fluke-down position at the sea bed in order to prevent the flukes from drifting 

horizontally and not set. The stock is also designed to make the anchor more roll-stable when 

set in the seabed, although this can be discussed as the pivoting-fluke anchors has this 

attribute but still tends to roll.  

Some of the more modern plow anchors have a triangular wing on the side of the flukes, and 

the supplier claims this wing help the anchor to orient down in the sea bed, as well as to keep 

it down during change of wind orientation or drift. A typical wing on the Ultra anchor can be 

seen in Figure 10. 

        

Figure 10. The Ultra anchor with a wing (Cruising Outpost, 2013) 

Another modern attribute to secure the orientation of the anchor is to attach a bar arch at the 

upper side of the anchor. The roll bar is intended to make the anchor roll over in to the correct 

position at the sea bed, when landing on the side or upside down. One of the first and most 

used roll-bar anchors is the Bügel, as seen in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. The bügel anchor (Yachting & Boating World, 2012) 

Most of the modern plow anchors of today have ballast weight in the tip of the fluke in order 

to orient the anchor in to the sea bed. Some anchors, for example the Spade anchor uses as 

much as up to 68% of the total weight in the fluke tip (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & 
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Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008). In a new anchor, the Hydrobubble still on prototype level, an air 

bubble is attached at the top of the anchor in order to orient the anchor to the right position 

(Hodges & Springer, 2006). The anchor are seen in Figure 12. 

      

Figure 12. The Spade anchor to the left and the Hydrobubble to the right 

 (Bruadair, 2012) (Yachting Monthly, 2012)  

Another common design feature is the secondary-line fastening. This feature consists of a 

secondary ring at the crown or at the shank on which the user can attach a line in order to 

recover it easier, by redirecting the pulling direction. In some designs, the entire shank is 

slotted in order to ease the weighing of the anchor. A slotted shank and a secondary-crown-

ring are seen in Figure 13.  

          

Figure 13. The secondary-line fastening on a grapnel anchor to the left and a slotted shank of 

the Manson Supreme anchor to the right  

(Withworths Marine & Leisure, 2013) (Force 4 Chandlery, 2012)  

Some anchors are adjustable to different seabed conditions. The anchor seen in Figure 14 has 

an adjustable shank to optimize it for different sea beds; 19 degrees for compact sand, 32 

degrees for mud and 45 degrees for soft mud.  

 

Figure 14. The SuperMax anchor with adjustable shaft (Cruisers Forum, 2012) 
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2.4.7 Materials 

The most common material for anchors is galvanized steel. This type of steel gives the anchor 

it’s matt and frosted finish. The greatest pro with this material is its relatively cheap compared 

to what you get in strength. However, many skippers believes that the matt galvanized anchor 

doesn’t suit their boat esthetically; they prefer the shiny finish of the stainless steel. The shiny 

finish of the stainless steel anchor is actually its more prominent feature, both esthetically and 

the fact that the shiny surface is easier to clean. The stainless steel anchor also has some extra 

years to its lifetime as the steel does not rust. However, the price of the stainless steel anchor 

can many times be up to ten times as expensive. The differences in the finish between the 

galvanized and the stainless can be seen in Figure 15.  

 

          

Figure 15. A stainless steel anchor to the left and a galvanized steel anchor to the right  

(Fullget, 2008) (eBay, 2012b) 

Recent years, lightweight anchors in aluminum/magnesium alloy have entered the market in 

the shape of pivoting-fluke anchors, one seen in Figure 16. The weight loss is about 40% less 

than for galvanized steel and should according to the manufacturer work equally as effective 

(Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008). 

 

 

Figure 16. The aluminum/magnesium alloy anchor Fortress (Navagear, 2012) 
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2.5 How Anchors Set and Hold 

As not to design an anchor only based upon existing products, it is important to know the 

reasons to why an anchor set and why an anchor hold. Some anchors ability to set is really 

good, while they might not have a great hold. There is two different ways to distinguish 

anchors way of setting and holding in the seabed. The first is the static setting which depends 

solely on the gravity, i.e. the weight of the anchor. For larger ships, the static setting is 

important and anchor can weigh up to several tons. The other mean, the dynamic setting, is 

more complex and depends on the orientation, the angle and the shape of the anchor, and 

these means are more important for anchors that berth smaller boats (Poiraud, Ginsberg-

Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008). 

2.5.1 Orientation 

The orientations of the flukes are of great importance. Even if the weight of the anchor is 

profound, the flukes will not penetrate the seabed unless they have the right orientation to the 

sea floor. The classical way of handling the problem of anchor orientation is the stock, which 

simply makes the anchor “fall over” and not balances on the tip of the stock. Although this is 

not entirely true, as observations of anchors in advanced balancing acts has been made.  

We all understand that a pressure is needed to make the anchor penetrate the sea bed. Pressure 

is defined as force divided by surface area, so we have two parameters at play in the static 

setting; the weight and the area of the penetrating fluke tip. This is often solved by putting a 

large amount of the total anchor weight in a very sharp fluke tip. However, this might increase 

the risk for injury or damage on the boat.   

2.5.2 Angle 

When we talk about the setting angle, we mean the fluke’s angle of attack on the seabed. The 

angle don’t necessary has to be straight down, as the dynamic setting can use the load of the 

anchor rode and the resistance of the seafloor sediment to generate torque and twist the fluke 

and embed it correctly in the seafloor, as seen in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17. The anchor uses the pulling load to create a torque and twist into the seabed in 

the right position (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) 
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The different setting angles can be illustrated through a tool analogy, as seen in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18. Tool analogy for different angles 

 (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) 

The Putty knife angle, less than 90°, is the angle of which most of the plow anchors fall to the 

seabed with one of the fluke sides resting on the seabed. As the tip of the fluke reaches a 

softer patch in the seafloor it penetrates and the angle changes to the one of the chisel, greater 

than 90° as the rode force increases. However, if the seabed is of hard-sediment type the plow 

fluke tip might not penetrate, and therefore not change the angle and bury itself properly.  

No anchor is designed to fall on to the seabed at the angle of the scraper, at 90°. Although, 

some anchors might accidentally do a “handstand” and scrape the seabed as a rake, not 

penetrating.  

The razor blade angle, greater than 150°, attacks the seafloor with the sharp edge of the fluke 

leading. The angle is close to horizontal, so it tends to skim over the seafloor rather than 

penetrating it properly. The flukes of a pivoting-fluke anchor, such as the Danforth, might 

very well slide over the seabed in this manner, especially if a pebble has locked the flukes in a 

narrow position.  

The pursued angle of attack for all anchors is the chisel angle, greater than 90° but as its best 

at 100°-120°. There is no need for a softer patch or any other unevenness to make the fluke 

penetrate. This angle combined with a sharp fluke creates good conditions for great 

penetrating and setting (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008).     

Except the angle between the seabed and the fluke, the angle between the shank, i.e. the 

pulling force, and the fluke is of importance. The fluke/shaft angle is to be larger for softer 

sediment seabed conditions and smaller for very dense sand and rock. A recommended angle 

for soft sea beds is between 28 and 50 degrees (Anchor Advice Bureau, 2012). 
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Besides from the angle of the fluke, it is crucial that the pulling force of the anchor is as close 

to horizontal to the seafloor as possible, i.e. the catenary must be optimal. The catenary is the 

curve the line creates from the boat to the anchor, and this curve should be maximized for the 

minimal pulling angle (Anchor Marine, 2012). The Grip of the anchor decreases as the 

catenary increases, and most anchors can only stay embedded up to approximately an angle of 

5°-10° from the seabed (Silins, 2011). If a chain is used instead of or combined with line, the 

pulling angle decreases as the weight pulls the rode downwards. If the scope of the line or 

chain used is short, the angle is greater, so it is of great importance to have a long scope. See 

Figure 19 for an illustrative figure over the scope related to the pulling angle. In the same 

manner, the pulling angle often gets more favorable when anchoring to shore than askew, 

according to Figure 20.  

 

Figure 19. The rode scope relative to the depth and pulling angle (Ekblad & Wallin, 1994) 

 

 

Figure 20. The pulling angle for shore anchoring and askew anchoring (Silins, 2011) 

In order to decrease the pulling angle a lead cored line can be used instead of a chain. 

However, the lead cored line only holds ¼ of the weight of an equally as long chain and has 

lower elasticity than a line (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008).  Another 

way of making the pulling force more horizontal is to add an anchor weight a bit down on the 

line to weigh it down. An anchor weight is seen in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21. An anchor weight  

(Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) 

2.5.3 Shape  

When the anchor has penetrated the seabed, its weight is no longer of great importance. What 

is now important for the holding abilities of the anchor are, except the sediment type, the 

geometry and area of the embedded parts. A distinctive difference in anchors is whether they 

are roll-stable or not. The roll-stable anchors drag slowly through the sediment when the 

holding power is exceeded, whilst the unstable anchors disengage from the seafloor and then 

tries to reset at a different place. In Figure 22 we can see the measured forces of an unstable 

anchor versus a stable anchor, where we can see the breakouts.  

 

Figure 22. The holding power for an unstable anchor to the left and a roll-stable to the right  

(Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) 

Once set, the roll-stable anchors tend to bury themselves deeper the harder they are pulled, 

and are designed to remain embedded. An anchor also needs the ability to remain embedded 

even though the wind direction, and therefore the pulling direction, changes. Most anchors 

disengage during a change in pulling directions and resets in the new direction. Some stock 

anchors risks the chain or line getting tangled over the stock when the pulling forces changes, 

causing the anchor to immediately dislodge without resetting. One of the tactics in anchor 

design is the one of the CQR, where the pivoting hinge’s purpose is to let the anchor stay 

embedded even though the pulling forces changes. But tests have shown that the hinge rather 

prevents penetration as the torque establishment is opposed and the fluke fails to twist in to 

the seabed. A convex shape digs downwards in to the sediment, creating a good and fast 

setting while a concave shape digs less efficient but have a stronger holding ability once set. 
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In general, smaller flukes will penetrate the seabed easier while bigger flukes will hold the 

anchor better in the seabed. A large gripping area on the anchor will hold a greater amount of 

seabed-sediment, and therefore hold better. However, a smaller fluke like the ones of the 

grapnel anchor or the fisherman anchor works a lot better on rocky sea beds where it can 

wedge in to cavities. The concave shape to an anchor is said to be one of the most efficient, 

and the shape is applied in most upcoming designs (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-

Klemmt, 2008). 
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2.6 The Forces on an Anchor 

For a boat at anchor it’s a combination of loads causing the final anchor forces. These loads 

depend on wind, waves and currents. The magnitude of the loads is furthermore depending on 

the type and size of the boat at anchor. In this chapter we will sort out what kind of forces the 

anchor is exposed to.    

2.6.1 Wind Forces 

The wind forces applied to an anchor depends on two factors; the wind speed and the exposed 

surface area of the boat. The wind speed is easy to measure, however the surface area of the 

boat might be difficult to estimate, and is different depending on which profile of the boat is 

turned to the wind. A powerboat will generally have a bigger surface area than a sailing boat 

due to its often higher freeboard and house structure. The force is also depending on the boats 

frictional drag, and depends on the orientation to the wind, the shape of the boat and the area 

of the boat. This frictional drag coefficient,   , is about 0.7 for the average sailing yacht and 

0.8 for the average motor yacht (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008). The 

force on the anchor can then be calculated with Equation 1.  

  
 

 
             (1) 

Where   is the density of air,           ,   is the surface exposed to the wind in    and   

is the wind speed in     .  

In Table 5 the forces for different boats and winds is calculated. These calculations are based 

on the boat being 30° from the wind, and it should be noted that in Swedish condition the boat 

can be up to 45° from the wind which would create a somewhat higher forces.  

Table 5. Calculated forces for different boats and winds 

 (Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) 
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The wind forces are often categorized according to the Beaufort scale, as seen in Table 6. 

Often when talking about winds on the sea we talk about knots, rather than meters per second.  

Table 6. The Beaufort scale (Hult, 2006) 

Beaufort Scale Knots Meter/second Condition 

1 <1 0-0.02 Light air 

2 1-3 0.3-1.5 Light breeze 

3 7-10 3.4-5.4 Gentle breeze 

4 11-16 5.5-7.9 Moderate breeze 

5 17-21 8.0-10.7 Fresh breeze 

6 22-27 10.8-13.8 Strong breeze 

7 28-33 13.9-17.1 High wind 

8 34-40 17.2-20.7 Fresh gale 

9 41-47 20.8-24.4 Strong gale 

10 48-55 24.5-28.4 Storm 

11 56-63 28.5-32.6 Violent storm 

12 64- 32.7- Hurricane 

 

2.6.2 Wave Forces 

When looking at Table 5 it is assumed that the water is flat which is almost never true. In fact 

the waves can make the forces of the anchor reach up to the double or more. In Figure 23 we 

can see how the waves stretch the anchor rode. 

 

Figure 23. The anchor rode is stretched due to the waves  

(Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) 
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However, calculations have shown that the values of Table X are conservative enough to 

account for modest wave action. The wave force is often jerky and the force on the anchor is 

high but under short impulses, and therefore it is important to find a way to dampen it. 

Damping is made by using elastic lines, chain or having plenty of sag in the rode. For more 

information regarding sag in the rode, see Appendix D.  

Using only a chain to the anchor can give good damping properties in moderate wind 

conditions. But as we can see in Figure 24, the elasticity due to gravity decreases dangerously 

fast, and as the chain is totally extended, the chain acts like a metal bar and the risk of losing 

grip or damaging the anchor, chain or boat is high. If a chain is used combined with a nylon 

rope, the elasticity properties are a lot better, for both low and high loads, as seen in the table 

below.  

 

Figure 24. Measured anchor loads with all rode chain compared to combined rode 

(Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) 
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2.7 Recommendations 

There are several recommendations on how you should choose your anchor and how you 

should use it. This chapter will address some of the recommendations regarding the necessary 

anchor forces and the weight of the anchor.   

2.7.1 Necessary Anchor Forces 

According to SXK’s test on necessary anchor forces (SXK-Vk Tekniska kommittén, 1990), a 

boat of 30 feet should have an anchor that can take forces of at least 150-200 daN. This 

recommendation was based upon tests with wind forces of u to 16 meters per second, i.e. high 

wind according to the Beaufort scale. The results from Table X can also be seen as a 

recommendation, where it states that a boat of equal size should have an anchor that can stand 

320 daN during high wind.   

2.7.2 Anchor weights 

There are several recommendations when it comes to the weight of the anchor to be used. Of 

course, this depends on factors such as how it should be used, how big of a boat it should be 

used for etcetera. In Table 7 we can see recommendations from the manufacturers regarding 

the weight of different types of the Bruce anchor, the CQR anchor, the grapnel anchor and the 

Danforth anchor.  

Table 7. Manufacturers recommendations  

(Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) (Marine Online, 2012) 

[Feet] [Kg] 

Size of boat Bruce CQR Danforth Grapnel 

0-10 5 - 4.1 2.5 

10-20 5 - 4.1 4-6 

20-30 7.5-10 6.8 6.4 10-15 

30-40 10-15 16.4 11.4 - 

40-50 20 20.5 19.5-31.8 - 

50-60 30 27.3 45.5 - 

 

In Appendix E, several different recommendations for weight of the anchor can be seen. For a 

boat of 30 feet, the recommendation for a full-time anchor is between 7.5-13.6 kg.  

Different anchors has different efficiency, as for example is seen in Table 3. According to 

Figure 25, we can derive how effective an anchor is due to how much force it can take relative 

to it’s weight. The anchors are categorized in to Excellent, Good, Medium and Poor anchors. 
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Figure 25. Anchor efficiency (Fraysse) 
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3. User Survey 

The user survey was made with the objective to gather information regarding usability and 

overall function for existing anchors, as well as to clarify the needs and demands of the 

potential user. The user survey consists of an extensive online questionnaire and a user test 

with observations and interviews to collect qualitative data.  
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3.1 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire was made to collect information from anchor users regarding usability and 

application area, as to set the final requirements and their importance. Some questions were 

multiple-choice whilst others were ranking and scale-answers. All of the questions and the 

outline of the survey can be seen in Appendix F. The questionnaire collects subjective 

answers using a semi-quantitative method (Osvalder, Rose, & Karlsson, 2008). All results 

from the questionnaire are found in Appendix G.        

3.1.1 Methodology 

First of all a pilot of the questionnaire was made and sent to 6 persons for evaluations. 

Feedback was given, and a few questions and formulations were altered. The final 

questionnaire was then sent out through the online survey tool SurveyMonkey 

(SurveyMonkey, 2013). The questionnaire was sent and marketed via the internet site 

Facebook (Facebook, 2013) and via e-mail. To secure that the questionnaire was answered 

also by experiences boaters, the questionnaire was sent to contacts in Svenska Kryssarklubben 

through their Facebook page as well as e-mails. Also several other smaller boating clubs 

throughout Sweden was contacted via e-mail. Furthermore, the questionnaire was sent to 

several experienced boaters from other parts of the world through private e-mail contacts. As 

the answers started dropping in it became clear that the S/Y users were overrepresented, and 

motorboat clubs and game fishing clubs throughout Sweden and other parts of the world was 

contacted through email and Facebook. The results were analyzed and cross-tabulated through 

the tool SurveyMonkey.  

3.1.2 The Respondents 

In a total 440 persons answered the survey; 72 % men and 28 % women. However, only 70 % 

of all the begun questionnaires were totally completed and therefore some questions were 

answered more or less times than others. The most common boat type that was represented in 

the questionnaire was Sailing Yacht (S/Y) with 81 %, and thereafter Motor Yacht (M/Y) with 

17 %. Other boat types that were represented were dinghy, army vessel, rowing boat and ship. 

A pie chart of the represented boat types is seen in Figure 26.     

 

Figure 26. The results from the questions of what type of boat that has been used 
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The most represented boat size was 31-40 feet, followed by 21-30 feet. Boat sizes over 50 feet 

were rare in the survey. Most of the respondents, 54 %,  was using their anchors mostly 

during night time, and 25 % mostly during day time.  

As seen in Figure 27, the most represented anchor in the survey was the Claw anchor with 

over 50 %, followed by the plow anchor of 23 %. The anchor least represented was the 

traditional stock anchor, followed by the “other” category, where the mushroom anchor was 

the most common answer.  

 

Figure 27. The results from the question of what type of anchor that has been used 

3.1.3 Anchor Attributes 

The average results from the question What is important to You in an anchor, is seen in 

Figure 28. Note that a low number is what is rated as the highest importance, i.e. the longest 

bar is the one that the respondents believes is the least important. According to the results the 

highest rated attribute of the anchor is that it has good and secure hold in the seabed, followed 

by that the anchor should grip fast. The two least important attributes according to the 

questionnaire is the price of the anchor and the aesthetics and finish.  
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Figure 28. The results from the question of what is important in an anchor 

The result from three statements in the survey was that the common perception of folding 

anchors are not too positive, where only 12 % sees positively on using folding anchors. The 

respondents were more positive on the use of innovative and unconventional anchors.  

3.1.4 Sex 

The results from the questionnaire were cross-tabulated to clarify how the answers were 

connected to each other. First of all was the answers cross-tabulated with concern to sex, and 

it was shown that a few anchor attributes was more important for the male respondents than 

for the female. These attributes was that the anchor should be easy to clean and maintain and 

that it should be easy to stow under deck. Also, what according to the answers was more 

important for the male respondents was the anchor aesthetics and finish and that the anchor 

was cheap. What on the other hand was more important for the female respondents, usability 

wise, was that the anchor is easy to recover and that the damage and injury risk is low.    

On the statement questions it was obvious that the women was more positive to folding 

anchors than men, but less positive than men when it comes to more innovative and 

unconventional anchors.  
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3.1.5 Boat Type 

When cross-tabulating the boat type answers, it became clear that the S/Y was mostly 

anchored during the night, as seen in Figure 29. The M/Y was mostly anchored during day 

time or equally as often during night and day.  

 

Figure 29. Cross-tabulation of boat type and when anchoring takes place 

It was made clear when analyzing the results that that the S/Y was bigger than the M/Y when 

it comes to length. The most common anchor type for both S/Y and M/Y is the claw anchor. 

The pivoting-fluke anchors are much more common for S/Y, and the Grapnel anchor is more 

common for M/Y.  

When looking at the difference between importance of anchor attributes, they vary some 

between owners or user of S/Y and M/Y. Following attributes are more important for M/Y 

owners or users: the damage risk on the boat is low, easy to clean and maintain, easy to stow 

under deck. What is a major difference is how the importance of the anchor being intuitive to 

use is – it is much more important for the owners and users of M/Y. The one thing that is 

more important for the S/Y owners and users is that the injury risk is low. The cross-

tabulation of boat type and characteristics importance is seen in Figure 30.  
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Figure 30. Cross-tabulation of boat type and attribute importance 

Furthermore, the S/Y owners and users are less positive towards using foldable anchors, and 

less positive towards using innovative and unconventional anchors. Overall, the S/Y users and 

owners are more prone to give feedback and write in their own words.   

When the boat type is cross-tabulated with the ranked anchor attributes it is made clear that 

the S/Y users believed it to be more important that the anchor should perform good function 

wise, while the M/Y users believed it to be more important with usability factors such as easy 

stowage, initiative to use and that the risk of damage to boat and injury should be low.  

3.1.6 Time of Anchoring 

It is obvious that the claw anchor mainly is used as a night-time anchor. The second most 

common night-anchor is the plow anchor, and the least used is the fisherman anchor. When 

looking at the day-time use, it is seen that also here the claw anchor is the most common, 

followed by the plow anchor. The pivoting fluke anchor and the grapnel anchor are more 

common to use during day-time. Overall, it is clear that the bigger boats are used during night 

and the smaller boats mostly during the day.   

When comparing day-time users with night-time users it is clear that the importance of the 

anchors attributes differ some. What is more important for day-time users is the following: the 

aesthetics and finish is good, boat damage risk is low, easy to stow and intuitive to use. 

Although, the least important attribute for both day-time and night-time users are the price.   
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The night-time users are negative to the use of folding anchors, whilst 30 % of the day-time 

anchors are completely positive to the use of it. Day-time users are also more positive to using 

an innovative and unconventional anchor.  

When cross-tabulating when anchoring with ranked anchor preferences, it gives pretty similar 

results as when cross-tabulating the preferences with S/Y and M/Y. The user’s that often 

anchors during night time believes the performance factors of the anchors are more important 

than the night time anchors believe. In the same way, the day time users reckon the usability 

aspects to be more important than the night time users.    

As seen in Table 8, the probability of using the anchor most often during day time decreases 

when the boat size increases, both for S/Y and M/Y. However, 42 % percentage of the M/Y 

users anchor mostly during day time even with boats up to 30 feet, whilst only 18 % S/Y 

users with the same sized boat does the same.  

Table 8. Overview of percentage of respondents mostly anchoring during day time, divided 

on M/Y and S/Y users 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Percentage mostly anchoring Day time 

Boat type / Size Motor Yacht Sailing Yacht 

< 10 ft 100 % 100 % 

11-20 ft 85 % 0 % 

21-30 ft 42 % 18 % 

31-40 ft 11 % 12 % 
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3.1.7 Anchor Types 

The claw anchor, the fisherman anchor and the plow anchor are most common to use with 

boats of the size from 31-40 feet. The Grapnel anchor and the Pivoting-fluke anchor on the 

other hand are more often used with smaller boats, from 21-30 feet. The plow anchor and the 

claw anchor are mostly used for night time anchoring, the pivoting-fluke anchor and the 

fisherman equally as often, and the grapnel anchor more used during the day, as seen in Table 

9. 

Table 9. Different anchors and the most common boat sizes for these  

and percentage of respondents using these over night 

Anchor Most Common Boat Size % used 

during 

night 
Plow 31-40 ft 53 % 

Claw 31-40 ft 68 % 

Grapnel 21-30 ft 40 % 

Pivoting-fluke 21-30 ft 50 % 

Fisherman 31-40 ft 50 % 

 

The different anchor types were cross-tabulated with the attributes of the chosen anchor. It is 

clear that the users are more or less satisfied with the different anchors. When given the 

anchor different points depending on the answers, we can get a schematic figure over the 

overall satisfaction of every anchor, as seen in Figure 31 and 32.  

 

Figure 31. A schematic figure over the overall satisfaction of all the respondents 

 with the different anchors 
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Figure 32. A schematic figure over the overall satisfaction of the M/Y respondents and the 

S/Y respondents with the different anchors 

As seen in Figure 31 and 32, the represented users for the grapnel anchor are the least 

satisfied users. The main problems with the grapnel anchor are, according to the survey, the 

boat damage risk and that it is not easy to clean and maintain. Other attributes of the grapnel 

anchor that the users answered neutrally to was that it grips fast to the seabed, it has good 

aesthetics and finish, the injury risk is low, it is easy to weigh anchor and it is intuitive to use.  

As seen in Figure 32, the S/Y users are more satisfied with the pivoting-fluke anchor than the 

M/Y users, and the M/Y users are more satisfied with the Grapnel anchor than the responding 

S/Y users. As the fisherman anchor did not provide a sufficient number of users on the M/Y 

side, this anchor is disregarded in Figure 32.  

3.1.8 Comments 

In total 80 recipients filled in the comment box at the end of the questionnaire, most of the 

comments can be found in Appendix H. Several persons commented on the importance of 

scope of chain and line. Other important preferences that was written down was corrosion 

resistance, easy recovery, good usability and of course a good weight-force ratio. Two 

comments that in a good way sums up what many recipients said are: “Function! Function! 

Function!” and “Good hold is the only thing that really counts”.  
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3.2 User Tests 

The purpose of the user test is to evaluate the usability and potential problems of the common 

existing foldable anchor; the grapnel anchor. This is made in order so as to improve the 

usability and overall function such a product. The tests were to be done mainly with non-

experienced users as to evaluate the anchor’s intuitiveness. The test was done using 

observation, a short questionnaire and open interview questioning. Altogether 17 number of 

persons participated in the test. The test is empirical and collects both objective and subjective 

data. The data collected are both semi-quantitative and qualitative (Osvalder, Rose, & 

Karlsson, 2008). 

3.2.1 Methodology  

The test was conducted using a 3.5 kg galvanized grapnel anchor. The anchor was purchased 

new, and had not been used before. The anchor is seen in Figure 33.  

  

Figure 33. The grapnel anchor used in the user test 

To the anchor a line of 5 meters was attached. At the time of the test, the sea was still frozen 

from winter and the test area had to be put up inside. The tests were conducted at the Royal 

Institute of Technology in Stockholm. The testing area was set up as Figure 34 shows, with a 

chair to represent the boat seat and a turned table to represent the railing of the boat. The 

stowing area was represented by a box. The user was told to pick up the 3.5 kg anchor from 

the box, unfold it, throw it over the railing, pick it up, clean it, fold it and put it back in the 

box. Before the anchor was taken up, the test leader attached plastic seaweed to the flukes. 

The test persons were not to know what kind of anchor was in the box, nor how it worked, 

and they were told that they could sit or stand up during the operations. The test leader 

observed the user during the test and took notes. After the test the user was to evaluate the 

anchor and it’s usability by answering a few questions on a questionnaire, as seen in 

Appendix I. After this the user was to answer some open follow up questions regarding the 

anchor in general and the test.  
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Figure 34. Set up for the User Tests
 

3.2.2 Results 

The test was done with 17 persons between the ages of 21-28, 35 % women and 65 % men. 

8/17 of the testing subjects had used the grapnel anchor type at some point before, and two 

persons was unsure and answered I don’t know. According to the result from the 

questionnaire, the general perception of the anchor was neutral with a grade of a bit over 3 out 

of 5 in average. The median overall perception was also 3.  

12/17 answered that they believed one of the major problems with the anchor to be the risk of 

injury of the user, and 12/17 believed an issue was the risk of damage to the boat. 3/17 

believed there was a risk of potential injury of persons in the immediate area. Only one test 

person wrote there were no problem what so ever with the anchor. 15 out of 17 testing 

subjects believed one of the most difficult operations was the unfolding and folding of the 

anchor and 6/17 believed that the cleaning was a difficult operation. One person believed that 

the stowage was difficult and one person answered that there were no difficult operations. 

One person also stated that he/she believed that a risk was to get dirt on the boat and clothes, 

and another person stated that it was difficult not to get wet during the recovery and folding.  

Through the observation it was clear that the anchor was not that intuitive to use, as 10 out of 

17 persons did not lock the anchor before throwing it overboard, and 8/17 did not lock the 

anchor before stowage. Some results from the observation and questionnaire are seen in 

Appendix J. Most participants had a hard time to fold and lock the anchor; the lock-ring got 

stuck and did not want to spin, and the flukes stacked on each other and prevented the lock to 

work properly. Another issue for the testing persons was that that the flukes fell out 

unexpectedly and fast, and that the flukes fell down when trying to fold it and lock it. 4 

persons got their fingers squeezed when handling the anchor, mostly while unfolding it. What 

was noticed during the observation was that some testing subjects winded the rope of the 

anchor round the flukes, sometimes instead of locking the anchor. Only two persons decided 

to do parts of the operations in standing position, the rest stayed seated and most of them with 

the anchor in their lap whilst unfolding, cleaning and folding. Of course, if the test would 
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have been made with real seaweed, mud and water, the subjects would be more reluctant to 

rest the anchor in their lap and would probably have made it in another way.   

When interviewing the testing persons afterwards, most state that they believed the anchor to 

be pretty intuitive to use. However, this contradicts to the fact that most persons did not even 

lock the anchor before throwing it. Several persons also said that they believed that the anchor 

was heavy, and hard to handle because of this. Some subjects say that they didn’t want to 

stand up in a small boat, and therefor wanted it to be easy to use while seated. Some of the 

persons that had used the anchor before stated that they had squeezed their fingers several 

time while using this type of anchor. Another common saying was that seaweed and mud 

easily got stuck on the anchor, partly because of the ruff surface but also because of the flukes 

and many cavities and therefore where difficult to clean. None of the testing persons had used 

the feature of the secondary line at any time.   
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4. The Brief 

Included in the brief are the elemental requirements from the company, as well as the 

designer’s translation of the brief. Included in the translation of the brief is an analysis of the 

potential clientele, a list of clear objectives and the final requirement specification for the 

product. The brief is an important stage in order to clarify the needs and preferences from the 

company, the designers view and the client’s demands and wishes.  
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4.1 Requirement Specifications from Company 

At the start of the project Top Notch Design had made extensive research in to the Swedish 

boating life and in to the area of pier berthing tools in order to launch their first marine 

product. No substantial research had been made in to anchoring and anchors, but a vague 

requirement specification was set up for the upcoming product. The fundamental 

specifications from Top Notch Design are seen below. 

 An anchor for leisure boats for use in Swedish waters 

 Can be handled by everyone 

 Intuitive handling 

 Same design-feeling as the other Top Notch Design marine products 

 Bright and innovative material, color and trim 

 Good if the anchor can stand on deck (flukes up) 

 Very good stowage properties 
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4.2 Hypothesis 

The hypothesis of the project is that the outcome will be an anchor of about 3-4 kilograms in 

partly stainless steel or aluminum and partly plastic and or rubber. The anchor will be foldable 

and have several flukes, either in the way of the grapnel-anchor or in the way of the pivoting-

fluke anchor, or a combination between the two. The unfolding of the anchor will be made 

using only one operation movement, and the locking mechanism will be automatically locked 

when unfolded. The anchor will have an innovative design idiom with striking colors and 

interesting materials.  
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4.3 Translation of the Brief 

In order to clarify the overall project and the requirements from the company a translation of 

the brief was written. In the translation of the brief the company’s requirements, the 

informational study and the user test and questionnaire is taken in to account. The translation 

shows how the designer interprets the project.  

4.3.1 Clientele & Target Market 

The potential client for this anchor is an owner of a smaller leisure boat in the Swedish 

archipelago. The user enjoys the outdoors, and can truly relax when being out on the sea. The 

client needs the boating life to be accessible and easy. The client uses his boat mainly as a day 

cruiser; he goes fishing, takes his boat out for sunbathing or takes his boat to a harbor for 

lunch. The client appreciates easy to use, intuitive and trustworthy products of high quality. 

The client has for many years been using the grapnel anchor, but is unsatisfied with the 

usability, the design and the functionality of the product.  

Top Notch Design wants the product to target both the inexperienced boater as well as the 

more experienced, high demanding user. The product is to be sold together with other high-

performing marine products in both specific marine shops but also at more accessible stores. 

The product needs to be innovative and eye catching in order to stand out and have the I need 

that factor.  

4.3.2 Clear Objectives 

The overall objectives with the product are: 

 

 To provide the marine scene with an easy to use day anchor 
 

 To make it easier to berth a smaller boat in Swedish waters 
 

 To provide a competitively priced anchor with better grip,  
usability and design than the existing day anchors 
 

 Provide the market with a product that is safe to use both for 
 the client and the clients property 
 

 Take the conservative anchoring business in to the 21st century  
with exciting design, coloring and trim 
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4.3.3 New Criteria and Preferences 

As the frame of reference has been clarified and the user survey result has been compiled, the 

new criteria for usability and performance are better understood. The information retrieval 

contributed with several important matters for the requirements specification list, and the most 

important facts is the ones seen below.  

 The most common seabed conditions in Swedish water are clay,  

course sand and pebbles and you always look for soft patches while anchoring. 

 Due to specific Swedish anchoring tactics anchors used in Sweden can be exposed  

to higher pulling forces than those used only for askew anchoring. 

 It is important that the anchor is roll-stable. 

 The tension of the pulling force should be parallel or close to parallel to the seabed. 

 The flukes attack angle should be greater than    . 

 The area of the embedded flukes is crucial for the holding capacity of the anchor. 

 A low weight anchor is best combined with sharp flukes. 

 The orientation of the anchor on the seabed is crucial. 

 The anchor should drift through the seabed and not disengage totally. 

 The anchor should re-set quickly. 

 When anchoring a 30 feet boat the anchor should be able to hold for 200-300 daN. 

 When anchoring you look for winds lower than Beaufort 7, i.e. 28-33 knots of wind. 

 Wave forces can further increase the pulling force on the anchor. 

 All chain rode is not good for the elasticity and therefor the anchor. 

 For a 30 feet boat the recommended anchor weight varies from 5-15 kg for secure hold. 

 The grapnel anchor and the fisherman anchor require more  

weight than other anchors. 

 A medium performing anchor for a boat of 30 feet weights about 7.5 kg and  

for excellent performing less than 3.2 kg. 

These matters are translated and combined in to the Criteria Specification on the next page. It 

was chosen that the product should be designed to berth a maximum of a 27-feet boat for day-

use and withstand winds of up to 12 m/s. Number 6 of the Beaufort-scale equals 10.8-13.8 

m/s, and since it is not recommended to anchor in higher winds than Beaufort 7, the chosen 

maximum wind of 12 m/s seems sensible for a day anchor. As the maximum boat size is set to 

27 feet, it is set that 200 daN should be a reasonable maximum load on the anchor. The 

maximum weight on the anchor is set to 8 kg as this is close to a medium performing anchor 

for a 30 feet boat. 8 kg is also in between the scope of 5-15 kg which is the recommendations 

for this sized boat.      

It was chosen, with the informational study as a basis, that the anchor to be should be a day-

time anchor. The decision was based partly on the fact that a night-time anchor is almost 
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entirely a function-product and not a usability-product, which would require massive outdoor 

testing and full-sized, full-weight prototypes. What also made the decision easier is the fact 

that the existing day-time anchors are both few and have lack of usability as well as function, 

whilst the night-time anchors already performs relatively well. Furthermore, the informational 

study showed that only 23 % of Swedish boats are suitable for spending the night in.     

The user survey contributed with vital information regarding the preferred usability aspects of 

the anchor. What was made clear was, not surprisingly, that the most important factors were 

that the anchor should perform and function in a secure and safe way, i.e. have good grip and 

hold in the seabed. Usability wise, the respondents though it was most important that the 

anchor was easy to recover, not hazardous for injuries and that the damage risk to the boat 

was low. The female respondents thought the usability aspects of the anchor to be more 

important than the men thought, and since the anchor should be used by all, this is important 

to take in to account. Furthermore, according to the survey over 60 % of the S/Y are anchored 

mainly during the night, and only 23 % of the M/Y users states they uses their boat mainly for 

night time use. It is also clear that the M/Y uses the day-time anchors more frequently than 

the S/Y. Because of these facts, the anchor to be should of course be able to be used with a 

sailing boat, but will probably be used more by the M/Y users. Also it is, not surprisingly, 

clear that smaller boats mainly anchor during day-time and bigger boats anchor during night 

time, and that the anchor to be therefore might be more prone to be used by smaller boats, say 

from 5-30 feet. According to the informational study, the most common sized boat in Sweden 

is from 0 to 16.5 feet.  

According to the user questionnaire the anchor both S/Y and M/Y owners was most satisfied 

with was the Bruce anchor, followed by the Plow anchor, i.e. the anchors more common for 

night anchoring. The typical day-anchors; the Grapnel anchor and the Pivoting-fluke anchor 

was the anchor the respondents was the least satisfied with. This was also an incitement to go 

for a day-time anchor, as there is a great opportunity to improve these types of anchors. With 

this said, inspiration can also be collected from the anchors with good satisfaction rate.  

As noticed in the user test where many participants did not lock the anchor, the anchor needs 

to be intuitive to use, as not to be used in the wrong way.    
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4.3.4 Criteria Specification 

Requirements  

 

General 

 Designed to berth leisure boats up to 27 feet 

 Designed for use as a day anchor 

 Have a maximal weight of 8 kg 

 Have very good stowage properties 

 Minimize potential damage of the boat deck at use 

 Economically competitive 

Design 

 Designed to function best for sand and clay 

 Have a design in harmony with the rest of the Top Notch Design marine-range 

 Minimize the volume when not in use 

 Designed for a line of 12 mm 

 The fluke’s angle of attack should be over 90 degrees 

 The fluke-shaft angle should be between 28-50 degrees 

Performance 

 Not break or deform under forces at normal use 

 Have good grip properties at winds up to 12 meters per second 

 Have good grip properties at anchor forces up to 200 daN 

 Drag at higher forces and not loose grip totally 

 Re-set quickly 

Usability 

 It should be easy to recover the anchor 

 Minimize the squeezing hazards for the user 

 Be used without a windlass 

 Be used without a bow-roller 

 Not demand special knowledge or experience 

 Intuitive handling 

 Be easy to clean and maintain 

 Be able to be handled by one person 

 Minimize the power effort for the user 

 Minimize the number of steps needed when used 

 Minimize time consumption during usage 
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Preferences 

 

 Be able to stand and be handled on the boat without external protection 

 Be universal for different seabed conditions  

 Covered partially in rubber or silicone 

 Be able to be used with or without a chain part 

 Variable color on anchor and line 

 The design expression should be recognizable with existing products 

 Minimize the environmental impact in material, manufacturing and use 

 Minimize the number of moving parts 

 Minimize the number of parts 

 Minimize the total weight of the product without decreasing performance 
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4.4 Quality Function Deployment 

A QFD, Quality Function Deployment, is developed according to chapter 6 of The 

Mechanical Design Process by David G. Ullman (Ullman, 2010). The QFD gives the designer 

a good overview of how the performance criteria and the costumer’s preferences correlate to 

each other. The QFD also illustrates how well competitive products are perceived, and how 

well they perform. There are several steps to go through in order to create a coherent QFD. 

The main steps are seen below.  

 Identification of customer 

 Determine the customers’ requirements 

 Determine relative importance of the requirements 

 Identify and evaluate the competition 

 The general engineering specification 

 Relate customers’ requirements to the engineering specifications 

 Set engineering specifications, targets and importance 

 Identifying relationships between engineering specifications 

The customer requirements are gathered from the user survey and interviews made, while the 

engineering specifications and their targets are formulated based on the background study. 

The importance of the requirements is estimated through the questionnaires, and the 

evaluations of the competitors are based upon the background study and tests made. The QFD 

is seen in Appendix K.   

From the QFD we can derive that some of the engineering specifications are correlated to 

each other to a bigger extent than others. As seen at the roof of the QFD-house, the 

specifications Have a maximal weight of 8 kg and Be foldable have a distinct line of negative 

correlations to other specifications. This tells us that these two specifications could be 

difficult to implement in the product without causing other specifications to fail. In the center 

of the QFD-house, where the relation between the custom requirements and the engineering 

specification is, we can see that there is a line of strong relation under both Have a maximal 

weight of 8 kg and Be foldable. This means that the importance of these two specifications is 

great if the product is going to meet the customer needs and preferences. Therefore we have a 

contradiction that claims that these are the two most difficult specifications to reach, but at the 

same time the two most important ones. What we can learn from this is that a lot of effort has 

to put in to these two specifications during the design process. Furthermore, it is important to 

minimize the number of moving parts as the correlations with the customer requirements are 

distinct here as well.    

The QFD also states that some of the requirements are greater than others, as the average 

number of importance has a higher value. As the focus of the project is on usability, it is the 

customer’s voice that is the most important. Some requirements are obviously more important 
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than others, and these are the requirements regarding that the anchor must function as an 

anchor; grip fast, have good hold, re-set quickly and be roll-stable. Except these, the 

requirements that had high values both from the customer and from the average number was 

Intuitive to use, Safe to use, Have a small volume when not in use and Not break or deform. 

This means that these are the most important requirements to meet. As an addition, we can 

also see that almost all of these requirements correlate strongly to both Have a maximal 

weight of 8 kg and Be foldable.   

The comparison of the existing anchors is based on the informational research, the user test 

and the questionnaire. We can see that Delta and Bruce is evaluated same on the engineering 

specifications, and also follows a very similar line on the requirement list. The grapnel anchor 

and the Danforth anchor also follow each other to some extent, but it is obvious that the 

Danforth anchor is stronger and more reliable. The grapnel anchor has overall lower points 

than the other competitors.  
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4.5 Risk Assessment 

A risk assessment is a necessary step to better manage the potential risks for the entire project, 

as well as to be able to draw an action plan to prevent the risks from occurring. The full 

methodology and results from this assessment is seen in Appendix L. The risk assessment is 

done according to chapter 8 in The Mechanical Design Process by David G. Ullman (Ullman, 

2010). According to Ullman, risk is divided in to three types: 

 Product Risk 

 Project Risk 

 Decision Risk 

And the risk can be assessed answering three main questions: 

 What can go wrong? 

 How likely is it to happen? 

 What are the consequences of it happening? 

4.5.1 Product Risk  

Methodology 

The product risk assessment measures the hazards of death, injury, illness, loss of equipment 

or environmental damage that can occur after the product has reached the client. The main 

goal is to protect the user from injury by the product, but other concerns are loss of property 

affected by the products and the impact the product might have on the environment.  

The Unacceptable and the Undesirable risks are the risks that need to be taken care of during 

the design process, whilst category Acceptable with review needs to have an action plan and 

be reviewed by other designers.  

The assessment showed that there were no unacceptable product risks, but yet some 

undesirable ones. The risks that got the highest risk index was Squeezing of fingers, skin etc., 

Drop the product on toes/legs/other, and The anchor loses grip and give damage to the boat 

and/or equipment. However, almost all of the hazard requires some reviewing during the 

design process. 
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4.5.2 Project Risk  

The project risk assessment helps clarify what can happen to make the project fall behind 

schedule or go over budget. The risks can be assessed answering the questions of how 

probable the risks are as well as how severe the risks are.  

The most severe project risks was shown to be that the prototypes made would not be suitable 

for testing, difficulty to gather people for test, interviews, questionnaires etc, and that a proper 

FEM-analysis can’t be made because it needs comprehensive program knowledge. Other risks 

are failed communication with the university or the company, or loss of important work.  

A Prevention Plan and an Action Plan, also seen in Appendix L, was made for these risks. 

This included allocating time wisely, using theoretical and mechanical durability analysis 

instead of FEM, and in an early stage try to contact important persons.  

4.5.3 Decision Risk 

Decision-making risks are the risks that choices made along the project process will not turn 

out as expected. This risk assessment is a measure of the probability that a poor decision has 

been made. The goal is to clarify and understand the consequences of decision making along 

the design process before the action has been taken.   

All decisions made are to be thought of carefully before execution. This could be decisions 

regarding design that leads to the customer being unsatisfied with the product, or decisions 

that make the product not fit in on the market. Furthermore, decisions regarding the design 

can lead to a result that is of too close resemblance of a similar product.   

Decision risk is impossible to assess in a good way, but the consequences of decisions shall 

always be considered before execution.    
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4.6 SWOT - Analysis 

The SWOT-analysis clarifies the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats of the 

market and the product. The strengths clarify what advantages the product has over 

competitors, i.e. what is helpful for the product’s potential. Furthermore the strengths are an 

internal factor which claims that it is set within the designers reach. The weaknesses clarify 

the disadvantages towards other similar products, and are what is harmful for the product’s 

potential. The opportunities clarify how external factors can give the product and the market 

an upswing, and the threats clarify what from the external factors that can affect the product in 

a harmful way. An illustrative figure of the SWOT-tactic is seen in Figure 35.        

The full SWOT list is seen in Appendix M. Some of the strengths that were clarified were the 

innovative use of materials, the focus on usability and the current dissatisfaction with the 

existing day anchors. The weaknesses of the product could be the moving parts, a potential 

higher market price and the potential limitation of force that can be applied because of the 

folding function.  

Some of the opportunities found were to reach out to new users, contribute with innovative 

ideas within anchor design and reach the international scene. Some of the threats that were 

found were the conservative marine market and that the product is mistaken for today’s 

anchor with bad usability and therefore not chosen.     

 
Figure 35. Illustration of the SWOT-analysis method 
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5. Ideation 

 During the ideation stage of the project all early concepts to be used during the project is 

generated. This step is truly important as it is difficult to go back later and redo this work. All 

realizable generated ideas will be presented during this concept, together with the 

methodology used.   
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 Variable color on anchor and line 

 Recognizable design expression 
 

 Minimize volume when not in use 

 Very good stowage properties 
 

 Minimize power effort for user 

 Minimize overall weight 
 

 Minimize squeezing hazard 

 Minimize number of steps needed 

 Minimize time needed 
 

 Minimize power effort for user 

 Minimize overall weight 
 

 Not break or deform 

 Good grip 

 Good hold 

 Re-set quickly 

 Be roll-stable 
 

 Be easy to weigh anchor 

 Minimize power effort for user 

 Minimize overall weight 

5.1 Categorization of Usability and Function 

In order to systematically be able to perform a good ideation, it is important to understand the 

usage and the different steps within the products use. The usage of an anchor without 

windlass can be categorized in to several steps. The steps prior to the actual usage, after 

manufacturing, are Purchase and Transport. In the Purchase-phase, criteria’s such as color, 

trim and design expression are more important than under the other stages, as this is the first 

time the clientele meets the product. Whilst the clientele has chosen the anchor, the 

functionality and the usability of the product are of much greater importance. The steps 

whereas the usability is of most importance are the stowage, folding/unfolding, 

locking/unlocking, cleaning and the overall handling of the anchor. The steps and the most 

important criteria for each step are illustrated in Figure 36.       

 

Figure 36. The steps of the anchor in use 

During the step In Action, i.e. when the anchor is in the water, the functionality criteria are the 

only ones that matter. Figure 37 shows the criteria for a good functionality anchor, and 

different ways of meeting these criteria with the product.  
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Figure 37. The criteria when the anchor is in action and how these criteria can be met  

What is clear in Figure X is that there is a contradiction in some of the steps. When the anchor 

is to penetrate the seabed, the best way is to have small, sharp and heavy flukes, whilst when 

the anchor is to hold in the seabed the best design is big, strong flukes and the weight is no 

longer of importance. What also is an advantage when holding in the seabed is to have a big 

area in YZ-direction, i.e. the direction that counteracts the horizontal pulling force. However, 

the YZ-direction area is to be as small as possible when recovering the anchor, otherwise 

seabed sediment is to be stuck in the anchor and weigh it down on the way up. The YZ-

direction is illustrated in Figure 38.   
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Figure 38. Area in the YZ direction is to be as small as possible to recover the anchor easily, 

but as big as possible in order to hold the pulling force properly 

The following figures, Figure 39-43, illustrates how the anchor should, and should not, react 

when in use.  

    

Figure 39. The anchor’s attack angle towards the seabed needs to be correct  

    

Figure 40. The angle of the pulling force should be as horizontal as possible  
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Figure 41. The anchor should set totally and symmetrically in the seabed 

    

Figure 42. If the wind changes, the anchor should stay buried, i.e. be roll-stable 

    

Figure 43. The recovery of the anchor should be easy 
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5.2 Concept Generation 

As a first step, the student and employees of TND visited the boating exhibition Allt För Sjön 

in Älvsjö, Stockholm. Except overall inspiration, new anchors on the market were looked 

upon. In Figure 44, small models of existing anchors were tested and dragged in a sand box. 

    

Figure 44. Small anchor models were tested in a sand box at the Exhibition Allt För Sjön 

Photo: Mikael Ericsson, Top Notch Design AB 

The ideation was initiated by mind mapping different criteria for the product. Different 

approaches for each criterion were mapped, as well as some pros and cons and general 

thoughts. The mapped criterion can be seen in Appendix N.  

The ideation stage of the project was mainly based upon brainstorming sessions. 

Brainstorming is a way to generate ideas through free thoughts and discussions between a 

group of people or by one single person. No ideas are to be critically analyzed and all ideas 

are to be encouraged (Ullman, 2010). The brainstorming sessions was made both by the single 

student as well as within the group at the company.  

The mapping was followed by a student-only brainstorming around different solutions on how 

to change and manipulate existing anchors in to the criteria specification. The results from this 

brainstorm as well as from the mapping were later used in the company-brainstorm. Facing 

the company-brainstorm it was chosen that none of the participators had seen any of the 

student-only brainstorming prior to the meeting.  

The company-brainstorming number one included five persons from Top Notch Design and 

the student. A report including the informational study, the user survey and the criteria 

specification had been given all participators prior to the meeting as material to read up on. 

The 3.5 kg grapnel anchor used in the user tests was used and body stormed under the session 

together with a 2.5 kg Bruce anchor, both seen in Figure 45.  
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Figure 45.  The Grapnel anchor to the left and the Bruce anchor to the right 

What was clarified during the brainstorm was that it is important that the anchor is both 

Foolproof and Failproof, i.e. the anchor should without a problem be used by anyone 

inexperienced, and designed in a way which makes it very difficult to use it in the wrong way. 

Moreover, it was decided that the efficiency of the anchor was to be better or as good as the 

existing day anchors, but that the usability of the anchor was to remarkable better. 

Furthermore, it was decided that the simplicity of the day anchor was to be combined with the 

efficient look of the night anchors. It was also decided that the appearance of the anchor 

should be of the kind that the user could imagine it working really well. The overall results 

and ideas from this brainstorm can be seen in Appendix O. Some sketches from the different 

brainstorms can be seen in Figure 46.  

 

Figure 46.  Some of the sketches from the different Brainstorms 
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The results from these two main brainstorming’s was combined and used as a basis for more 

small brainstorming both student-only and together with the company. As a part of this, small 

prototypes of concepts were built out of cardboard, wood and other material, to embody the 

concepts as well as to pre-evaluate ideas and mechanical solutions. The material and the 

models can be seen in Figures 47 and 48.  

 

Figure 47.  Manufacturing of paper/wooden models 

 

Figure 48.  Paper/wooden models 
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One week later another brainstorm was put together on the company, including 6 people, to 

follow up on the previous ideas, seen in Figure 49. As a basis for this brainstorm was paper 

and wood models made by the student. Some ideas that came up was a bigger handle for 

usability, some comprehensive concepts with included chain, a latch that will unfold the 

flukes while throwing the anchor and a kind of Bruce anchor with the loose joint of the 

Danforth.  

 

Figure 49.  Brainstorm session in action at Top Notch Design 
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5.3 Concept Proposals 

Ten concepts were developed, each of them with a distinct functional shape. The concepts are 

sketched and edited in the photo edition program Photoshop (Photoshop CS6, 2012). Concept 

number one is a combination of the grapnel anchors small pointy flukes and the mushroom 

anchors voluminous base, seen in Figure 50. This combination makes the anchor universal for 

different sea beds, as the small pointy flukes grasps hold in rocky seabed and the voluminous 

part keeps the anchor steady in softer sediment seabed. The flukes are foldable upward and 

only demands one single movement due to the connected system.   

 

Figure 50.  Concept One 

Concept number two, seen in Figure 51, is based on the same principle with a bigger part for 

larger contact area to the seabed. The larger part is made out of a tough and durable canvas, 

which creates a large area in use but takes up little space in folded state.  

 

Figure 51.  Concept Two 
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Concept number three, seen in Figure 52, is very similar to the prior concept but with 

extended sharp flukes to make the anchor more universal for different sea beds. As with 

concept one and two, this anchor can penetrate with one or several flukes.  

 

Figure 52.  Concept Three 

Concept number four, seen in Figure 53, is based upon two plow-shaped flukes connected to 

the shaft via joints. The anchor provides good voluminous flukes together with a sharp and 

pointy fluke tip. The anchor is to penetrate with either one of the flukes completely buried in 

the seabed.  

 

Figure 53.  Concept Four 
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Concept number five, seen in Figure 54, has flukes inspired from the popular bruce anchor. 

Instead of the assymetrical bruce, this anchor has two flukes symetrically placed in front of 

each other. The side bars on the anchor functions as a stock so as to prevent the anchor to fall 

wrongly on to the seabed. The anchor is to penetrate with either one of the flukes completely 

buried in the seabed, making the other one visible on the surface of the seabed.   

 

Figure 54.  Concept Five 

Concept six, seen in Figure 55, is an anchor that folds perfectly flat when stored. The anchor 

fluke’s is inspired from the flat and sharp flukes of the Danforth anchor. Also this anchor has 

side bars that work as a stock. The folding and unfolding of the anchor is made using only one 

movement. The anchor is to penetrate with one side’s double fluke.  

 

Figure 55.  Concept Six 
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Concept number seven, seen in Figure 56, is a further development of the common plow-

shape. When developing this concept it has taken in consideration the fact that the flukes are 

to be small and sharp when penetrating the seabed, but wide and large when holding the 

seabed. This anchor also uses tough canvas to increase the volume. The canvas is placed in 

between two movable flukes that are attached in the front part of the anchor. The pulling force 

on the rode is used to push sediment up on the flukes, and the shape of the flukes will then 

make the flukes unfold automatically.  

 

Figure 56.  Concept Seven 

Concept eight, seen in Figure 57 and 58, is also based upon the traditional plow shape. Both 

the active fluke and the shank have a plow shape, which gives the anchor very good stowage 

properties. When the anchor is folded, the shaft wraps around the sharp fluke, protecting the 

user from any sharp edges. The shaft locks in position, and could also have a variable angle 

on for different sea beds.   

 

Figure 57.  Concept Eight 
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Figure 58.  Concept Eight 

Concept number nine, seen in Figure 59, has two sharp wide flukes that can pivot around 

joints and fold over each other. The shaft is not attached radially, which lets it get in to the 

right angle depending on which side it lands on. The shaft folds by losing a screw and 

dragging the shaft in position so to be able to twist it over the bent middle rod.  

 

Figure 59.  Concept Nine 

Concept number ten, seen in Figure 60, is close to the traditional Bruce anchor in the fluke-

area, but has a large handle in the front shaft for usability. The shaft is extendable for effective 

stowage.  
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Figure 60.  Concept Ten, sketch by Mikael Eriksson, Top Notch Design AB 

The last concept, seen in Figure 61, is a concept entirely made by Top Notch Design. The 

anchor has a Z shape and digs down asymmetrically in to the seabed. The anchor is to twist 

down in the seabed to the right position. The flukes of the anchor are to be folded around the 

shaft when stowed.   

 

           

Figure 61.  Concept Eleven, sketches and model by Mikael Ericsson, Top Notch Design AB 
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6. Evaluation of Concepts 

The eleven concepts are to be evaluated towards each other as well as towards existing 

products. The concepts are evaluated both subjectively and objectively with non-analytical as 

well as quantitative results. The result of this chapter is the final choice of concept.  
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6.1 Pugh-matrix 

The evaluation of the eleven concepts was first of all made with a Pugh-matrix, where each of 

the usability and manufacturing criteria was weighted with the questionnaire as a base and 

evaluated for each of the concepts. As seen in the weighting, the most important criteria are 

the good stowage properties, minimize hazards and that it is universal for different seabed 

conditions. For concepts that exceeded the regular grapnel anchor of today in a specific 

criteria was given a grade of 1, and the concepts that was not was given a grade of -1. 

Furthermore, the criteria that was perceived as same as for the grapnel anchor for each of the 

concepts was given a grade of 0. The grades where then multiplied with the weighting, and a 

total score for each of the concepts was calculated. The results can be seen in Appendix P.  

The concepts with the highest scores were concepts 5, 6, 8 and 10, and the two concepts with 

the lowest scores were concept 9 and concept 7.   
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6.2 Testing-Models & Equipment 

To evaluate the actual functionality of the concepts, ten scaled models were manufactured. 

The concept that was not prototyped was number 2, as it was decided that the likeness was so 

close with concept number three. In order to be able to test the prototypes, it was necessary 

that the models were both strong and had some weight to them. The material chosen for the 

models were therefore steel. The concepts were 3D-modelled in the program SolidWorks and 

drawings of the components were made. To decide the scale of the models, they were printed 

and put together in paper, see Figure 62.  

  

Figure 62.  Scaled paper-models 

The drawings were used as a basis to cut out the components in a WaterJet-machine, see 

Figure 63.    

 

Figure 63.  WaterJet cutting of the components 

The cut components, shown in Figure 64, were bent using a bending machine.  
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Figure 64.  The WaterJet cut and bent components 

The bent components were then welded together, with recommended angles from the 

informational study as a basis, with parts of an 8 millimeter steel bar to get the shapes of the 

different concepts. Concept 3 and 7 was dressed with fabric according to the design. The 

models are seen in Figure 65.   

 

 

Figure 65.  The welded models 

The ten models were then to be evaluated by drag-tests in sand. The first test was conducted 

at an outdoor sandpit. The upper sand was dry whilst the sand a couple of centimeters down 

was moist and hard, and the average size of the sand was pretty rough. A photo from the test 

can be seen in Figure 66. Although attempts was made to dig up the sand, making it more 

loose, the anchors did not want to set properly as the weight of the models was too low in 

comparison with the density of the sand.    
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Figure 66.  Testing of the models in a sand pit, with local audience, photo: Mikael Eriksson, 

Top Notch Design AB 

It was decided that due to the low weight of the anchors, the testing spot had to have dry, light 

and very fine sand all the way through. Due to these specific demands it was decided that a 

testing rig was to be built and set up at the office space at Top Notch Design. The testing-box 

was constructed out of plywood boards screwed together, as seen in Figure 67.  

 

Figure 67.  Building of the testing box, photo: Mikael Eriksson, Top Notch Design AB 

Except found problems with the testing spot, it was clear that the lengths of the shafts of most 

of the models were too short, and therefore the anchors wanted to “tilt over”, as illustrated in 

Figure 68. This resulted in a bad penetrating angle and the anchors did not set.  
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Figure 68.  The short shafts of the models made them tilt over 

 To prevent this from happening, the models were reconstructed. The shafts of all models 

except concept 7 and 10 were sawn off, and a steel pipe was welded on as an extension. 

Concept 9 was remade so that the shaft was loose and able to move, and the flukes were made 

with greater distance towards each other. Concept 11 was bent in order to get a more rounded 

shape of the flukes.  The final models are all seen in Figure 69.  
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Figure 69.  The rebuilt models 

The sand box was sealed by taping plastic material on the inside of the box. Thereafter the 

box was filled with 150 kg of sand. The models were to be dragged from one short side of the 

box all the way to the other in a straight line and horizontal angle. To ensure the angle, a V 

was cut out of one of the short sides in the box, see Figure 70, and the line attached to the 

anchors was dragged through it. 

 

Figure 70.  A V was cut out to ensure correct pulling angle 
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6.3 Drag Tests 

All ten models were to be dragged from short side to short side ten times each. The anchors 

were thrown from the V-side of the box, to land positioned randomly on the other side. The 

anchors were then dragged with the attached line through the V. The pulling force was then 

measured with a Newton meter attached at the end of the line. At those times when the force 

exceeded the Newton meter’s 50 N limit, a luggage scale was used to measure the force. The 

Newton meter and the scale can be seen in Figure 71.  

 

Figure 71.  The Newton meter and luggage scale used for measuring the pulling force 

Between each of the drags, the sand was flattened to remove any tracks. The force for each 

drag was noted. Furthermore, other notes regarding penetration, positioning and angulation 

was made for each of the drags. At least one of the drags for each model was filmed, as well 

as when the model was recovered from the sandbox. Photos was taken on the anchors 

position, penetration and pathways, as well as when they where recovered. The testing-rig can 

be seen in Figure 72.  

 

Figure 72.  The testing-rig 

Finally, the models were dragged, with ideal penetration fixed, one time with an pulling angle 

of 25 degrees. The force was measured with the Newtonmeter.  
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6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Observed Results 

The results overall were very different from anchor to anchor. The most regular fault that 

happened was that the anchor penetrated and set in the wrong way, as seen happened in 

Figure 73, with the faulty set to the left and the correct one to the right. More observed results 

are seen in Appendix Q.   

   

     

   

   

Figure 73.  Faulty settings to the left and corrects ones to the right 

This incorrect setting resulted in lower pulling forces. Some anchors were worse than others 

regarding this, as concept number 6, the top one in Figure 73, that penetrated and set wrongly 

four times out of ten. Table 10 shows how many times the anchors got completely faulty set, 

i.e. up-side-down or entirely on the side.  
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Table 10.  Number of times the anchors wrongly set in the sand 

Concept # Wrongly Set Concept # Wrongly Set 

1 0 7 1 

3 0 8 1 

4 1 9 0 

5 0 10 2 

6 4 11 0 

 

It should be noted that the anchors does not expect to act in the same way when landing “in 

air” as in water, and therefore these results should be enterpreted with caution.  

The ability to recover easily from the sand was good for most models, but it must be taken in 

to considderation that the sand used was both very fine and dry and did not “clog up”. 

Although it was very clear with some anchors that the recovery could become a problem, as 

with anchor number six, seen in Figure 74.   

 

Figure 74.  Recovery of anchor number six 

For some anchors it appeared that the sand box was a bit too narrow. For the anchors that 

twisted in to the sand, they at the same time went in a bent path along the box, finally hitting 

the walls on the long sides. This phenomenon is seen in Figure 75.  

 

Figure 75.  Bent path of anchor number four (top) and anchor number eight (bottom) 
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6.4.2 Measured Results 

The average force and the median force measured at the tests are seen in Table 11. The 

models was also graded from 1-3 regarding recovery, penetration, positioning and consistency 

whereas one was the lowest and three the highest grade. The grades for all concepts as well as 

the measured forces for each drag are seen in Appendix R.  

Table 11.  Concept weights and results from the force measurements and the observations 

Concept # Weight 

[Grams

] 

Average Force [N] Median Force [N] Average Aviation GP 

1 411 47 49 7 10 

3 323 25 26 3 6 

4 443 37 33 10 9 

5 404 35 35 7 6 

6 400 17 19 4 5 

7 181 40 43 7 12 

8 372 66 71 11 12 

9 334 17 17 1 10 

10 164 33 40 12 11 

11 396 45 45 4 10 

 

The weight of the anchors is also seen in Table X, and it is clear that concept 7 and 10 had an 

apparent lower weight than the others. Although the lower weight the models did perform 

well, and it can be discussed if they would have performed better if they were heavier. 

The anchors behaved differently when pulling them in a 25 degree angle; not surprisingly the 

models measured a lower force. Some models lost a lot of grip, such as Concept 7 and 5, 

whereas number six measured an as high force as with the horizontal drag. A diagram of the 

measured forces for each model is seen in Figure 76, and a ranking of the models for the angle 

drag is seen in Table 12. 

  

Figure 76.  The measured forces for each model 
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Table 12.  Ranking of the concepts in the Angle drag 

Concept # Angle force 

Ranking 

Concept # Angle Force 

Ranking 1 2 7 10 

3 6 8 1 

4 4 9 8 

5 8 10 7 

6 5 11 2 

 

6.4.3 Overall Results 

Each concept was ranked from 1-10 in the categories Pugh, Average Horizontal force 

measurement, Median Horizontal force measurement, Angle force measurement and the 

Grade Points according to how well they performed where 1 is the best and 10 is the worst. A 

Total Score for each of the models was given by adding all of the rankings. All of these 

rankings can be found in Appendix R. Using this method, the model with the lowest point had 

performed the best in all categories. These calculated points can be seen in Table 13.  

Table 13.  Total score for each of the concepts, the lower the better 

Concept # Total Point Concept # Total Point 

1 17 7 29 

3 36 8 6 

4 28 9 40 

5 30 10 24 

6 35 11 20 
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 6.5 Final Choice of Concept 

The concept with the best total score was concept number eight, followed by concept one and 

concept eleven. These concepts are also the concepts that performed the best in the drag tests. 

Concept eight outperformed the other concepts in the force measurement tests, reaching up to 

40 % higher forces than the second best concept in both horizontal and angle drag. In the 

grading of recovery, penetration, consistency and positioning concept eight received a grade 

of 12/12.  The anchor failed to penetrate in 1/10 drags, when it landed up-side-down, and in 

the Pugh matrix it was ranked a shared number two.  

It was chosen with the evaluation of concepts as a basis that concept number eight should be 

the concept to continue developing. The model had 30 degrees angulation between the shaft 

and the fluke, and a shaft that was 0.73 times the length of the fluke. The model’s fluke was 

bent so that the convex angle was approximately 150 degrees.   
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7. Product Refinements 

The concept is decided, and now needs to be developed further. The overall design and shape 

of the anchor needs to be clarified, as well as how the folding mechanisms should work and 

function. In this step more simple physical models are to be made for visual analysis.  
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7.1 Design for Penetration and Setting 

The concept chosen is based upon the convex plow-anchor shape, and folds the sharp fluke 

inside of the shaft. The original design for the concept was to have the same length on the 

shaft as on the fluke, making them fit perfectly when folded. This was shown to be an issue as 

the shortness of the shaft made the anchor trip over and not penetrate the sand, acting as the 

scraper-tool instead of the chisel. As a fast solution the shaft was lengthened for the drag test 

using a metal bar attached in the front. As seen in Figure 77, the angle between the seabed and 

the fluke without the bar is only 53 degrees, and with the bar 116 degrees. The bar that was 

welded on to the model was 0.73 times the length of the fluke. According to the informational 

study, the angle between seabed and fluke should be over 90 degrees, and from 100-120 

degrees for the best results. As seen in the figure, the longer the fluke the greater the seabed-

fluke angle; a shaft with 0.58 times the fluke length has a seabed-fluke angle of 109 degrees. 

The minimum shaft length to remain within the range of 100-120 degrees on the seabed-fluke 

angle is 0.42 times the length of the fluke, if the fluke-shaft angle remains 30 degrees.  

 

 

Figure 77.  Seabed-fluke angels for different lengths of the shaft 

Several ways of lengthening the shaft was developed. The alternative shapes of the shaft are 

seen in Figure 78. 
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Figure 78. Alternative shapes for the shaft  

As the shaft design was to be decided it was important not only to reflect upon the fold ability 

and the design of the anchor, but also how the shaft affects the angle of attack and the 

penetration of the flukes. As the basic concept was designed, the anchor could land on the 

seabed completely up-side-down on the semi flat shaft and therefore causing the fluke not to 

even touch the sediment – never penetrating. If an anchor penetrates badly but has a very 

good holding force when set, it is still a poor anchor that will not work practically.  

The first solution was to change the anchor into a two-fluke anchor. To maintain the fold 

ability in to the shaft, the new fluke would become concave instead of convex. It is unclear 

how this shape would function, as it is not tested. Another way to avoid the anchor from 

falling up-side-down is to place a lot of weight in the fluke tip, as done for example with the 

Spade anchor. Instead of putting the weight in the fluke, the weight of the shaft can be 

reduced by making it thinner or smaller, alternatively changing the material. Another idea to 

make the shaft lighter was to attach a bubble of air on the top. The bubble is to slowly fill 

itself with water, resulting in a full-weight anchor while setting but a lighter shaft while 

falling in to attack angle. The roll-bar is a well-tested attribute, which has been proved to 

work well, and this could also be implemented in the anchor. The thin shafts of, for example, 

Bruce anchors could also be applied in to the anchor by attaching a rail-bar on to the shaft. All 

ideas are illustrated in Figure 79.      
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Figure 79.  Solutions for reaching the correct attack angle 

As the anchor, in its original shape, is asymmetrical and non-flat, the roll stability of the 

anchor is already pretty good. To even increase the roll-stability of the anchor, the already 

existing ears of the anchor could be developed further. Ways of gaining roll-stability is to add 

area in another dimension and/or to use angled wings to force the anchor to penetrate even 

deeper and gain stability.  

The ears on the chosen model had not been bent, but were in the same level as the angulation 

of the fluke. To evaluate how the ears angulation changed the functionality of the anchor, the 

ears were bent in an angle upwards, see Figure 80. The anchor was then dragged, and it was 

clear that the anchor behaved in the same way as prior, neither the pulling force nor the 
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penetration nor setting changed. The ears were then bent downwards in a tighter angle also 

according to the right picture in Figure 80. 

        

Figure 80.  The model’s ears are bent in different directions 

When the anchor was dragged this time the anchor penetrated as well as in prior tests. 

However, the anchor twisted in the sand until it half way along the box disengaged totally 

from the sand, landing on the back. The cause of this might be an asymmetrical defect due to 

the bending or, more likely, that the anchor got a totally one-curved shape that continued 

twisting the anchor around as it hit small irregular spots in the sand. See Figure 81 for a photo 

of the disengaged anchor.  

 

Figure 81.  The drag-path of the model with downwards ears 

The idea with ears on the anchor is to stabilize it and causing it to dig even deeper down in the 

sediment. With downwards angled ears, this is not what is happening.    

The ears of concept number four worked very well, both with the penetration and the twisting 

in to the sand. The shape and angulation of these can be employed on to the final anchor, as 

Figure 82 shows.  
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Figure 82.  Potential ears of the anchor 

However, the ears results in a non-smooth silhouette when the anchor is folded as the ears will 

not be covered by the shaft. The uncovered ears may be a hazard for the user as well as a 

cause of harm to the boat. One way of solving this is to re-design the shaft so it is wider and 

thereby covers the entire fluke and ears. To evaluate how the anchor was to react without the 

ears, they were sawn off, as Figure 83 shows. The anchor was then dragged in the sand box, 

and the force measured. It was made clear that the anchor’s functionality in the test had not 

changed compared to the tests with the original shape.  

 

Figure 83.  The anchor with the ears sawed off 
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7.2 Design for Easy Recovery 

The drag tests showed that the anchor easily let go of the sand when recovered, this due to the 

big opening in the back of the anchor. The triangular cut increases the gap even more.  

In order to aid the user further with the recovery of the anchor a second crown can be used. 

The crown is to be situated on the back of the anchor, to alter the pulling force direction. The 

second crown could be as illustrated in Figure 84. 

 

Figure 84.  A second crown for easier recovery 

Another way of using a second attachment is to use a rail over the shaft. In this way the user 

can choose whether to attach the line only in the front, only in the rail, or have two lines and 

attach them in both places, see Figure 85.  

 

Figure 85.  A bar-rail on the top of the shaft 
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7.3 Design for Usability 

It is important that the anchor is easy to handle, both at stowage and when used. The anchor in 

the basic concept has no good holding or carrying surfaces. In order to solve this, a handle can 

be attached on to the shaft. Different ideas of handles are seen in Figure 86.  

    

 

              

Figure 86.  Different handles 

The anchor also needs to be handled in a way which is safe for the boat and other equipment. 

This includes few sharp edges, hidden edges and the ability to be able to stand on the boat 

deck without causing any damage. When unfolding the anchor the fluke is to be folded out 

from the shaft, and therefore the natural way of holding the anchor while unfolding should be 

fluke-tip-up. As the anchor is originally designed, this would result in that the anchor would 

rest unsteady on top of the small area of the joints – causing a risk of damage to the boat. A 

solution for this is to have a rubber dressed extension in the back of the anchor for it to stand 

on, as Figure 87 shows.   
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Figure 87.  A rubber extension for the anchor to stand on 

Small models were built, using paper and wood, to try out ideas of the extension. The 

extension could be attached in either the fluke or the shaft. The models can be seen in Figure 

88. Several models and sketches of this extension were made, and can be seen in Appendix S.  

     

Figure 88.  Paper and wood models of two different extensions 

Another very important attribute of the anchor, according to the user questionnaire, was that 

the injury hazard should be minimized. What causes injuries on anchor nowadays are sharp 

edges, loose joints and heavy wobbly parts. As a part of the anchors functionality, not all 

sharp edges can be smoothed or heavy parts taken away. However, the sharp edges can be 

concealed from the user and heavy parts can be stable. To create a minimum area on the edges 

as possible for penetration, the edges can be beveled. The tip of the shaft should have a 

rounded shape, and around the entire shaft a rubber list could be attached so when the fluke is 

folded the rubber list covers the fluke edges as well as the tip, see Figure 89.  

 

Figure 89. The sharp beveled edges is hidden under a rubber list while folded   
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7.4 Mechanisms 

One of the main criteria of the anchor, according to the user questionnaire was that the anchor 

should be universal for different seabed sediments. According to the informational study, 

different angles are better for different hardness of the seabed. This could be used in the 

anchor by having two angels the fluke can be unfolded in, one for soft sediment sea beds and 

one for harder, see figure 90.  

 

Figure 90.  Different angels of the fluke 

However, the anchor is to be intuitive, failproof and very easy to use, and a mechanism for 

locking the anchor in two angles might be an unnecessary attribute to the anchor as it 

complicates it. As many smart solutions can be sought of, it could be good to sometimes think 

of the classical KISS-rule; Keep It Simple Stupid, that simply states that simplicity should be a 

key goal in any design (Princeton University, 2013).  

To make the anchor safer and more user-friendly the joints could have friction in them. This 

would lower the risk of the fluke falling out causing a hazard to the user and persons in the 

immediate area.  

The handling of the unfolding, folding and locking of the anchor is to be as simple to 

understand as possible, not require massive force and be overall easy to handle. As the two 

joints, in the current design, are not connected it is a question on whether the locking 

mechanism should be attached to only one or both of the joints. The actual mechanism on 

how to unfold the anchor is made more complex if the anchor is to have two angels, as the 

locking system is to work in several steps. Figure 91 shows some sketches after brainstorming 

ideas for the locking mechanism.  

 

    Figure 91.  Sketches and ideas for a locking mechanism 
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8. Final Product 

The result from this stage is a CAD-model of the final design and rendered pictures of the 

anchor. The final weight and size of the anchor is to be presented, as well as color and trim. 

The Usability of the anchor is clarified, as well as the functionality parts. All parts of the 

anchor and the assembly are defined, and all drawings made.   
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8.1 Basic Appearance 

The final design of the anchor was 3D-modelled in the CAD program SolidWorks 

(SolidWorks Premium, 2012). The final design of the anchor, as seen in Figure 92, is a robust 

plow-construction of two main parts; the convex fluke and shaft. The two parts are connected 

via a joint, and the fluke is foldable. The convex shaped anchor, such as the CQR, shows high 

efficiency in the SXK’s anchor test, and has great grip in both dense clay and dense sand.  

The anchor has a handle on top, for correct penetration angle, recovery and usability. The 

anchor is lightweight and easy to handle, and will work well on different kind of seabed 

sediment, but is most efficient on sand and mud. The anchor in different views can be seen in 

Figure 93.  

 

Figure 92. The final anchor design  

 

Figure 93. The anchor from different views 
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8.2 In action 

As described thoroughly in chapter 5, the In Action part of the anchors life, i.e. when the 

anchor is actually in the water, is divided into different criteria. These can be seen in Figure 

94. In this chapter it will be described how the new anchor will meet these criteria.  

 

Figure 94. The criteria of the anchor while in action 

 

8.2.1 Correct attack angle 

In order for the anchor to set, it is important that the anchor has any articulations open and 

that it lands fluke-down. The anchor is locked in unfolded state, partly due to design and 

partly due to the locking mechanism that is described later. The locking of the fluke in the 

force-direction in made by letting the fluke’s upper side push up against the inside of the 

shaft, as Figure 95 shows.  

 

Figure 95. The locking of the fluke in the force direction 
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As seen in Figure 96, the anchor fluke is foldable to 30 degrees from the shaft. This 

angulation is the angle that has been tested and has shown great results, it is also in the 

recommended fluke-shaft range. 

 

Figure 96. The fluke-shaft angulation 

The other important angle of the anchor is the fluke-seabed angle. According to 

recommendations, this angle was to be in the range of 100-120 degrees. As the anchor tilts 

over, resting on the handle, the fluke-seabed angle is 109 degrees. This is shown in Figure 97. 

 

 

Figure 97. The fluke-seabed angulation and the fluke-shaft angulation 
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In order for the anchor to land fluke down, the anchor has lead ballast casted in to the fluke 

tip. This ballast, seen as green in Figure 98, tips the anchor over if so happens that it lands up-

side down. The fluke together with this ballast forms 60 % of the total weight of the anchor. 

Furthermore, the thin top bar of the handle acts like a roll-bar and helps the anchor to fall in to 

correct penetration angle. 

 

Figure 98. The lead ballast in the fluke 

 

8.2.2 Penetrate the seabed 

As explained in the informational study, the penetration of the anchor is mainly dependent on 

the area that is to penetrate and the weight of the object to penetrate. A small penetration area, 

together with the added ballast, gives high pressure and therefor good penetration even in 

harder seabed sediment. The penetration edge of the fluke is beveled, and therefore very 

sharp, as seen in Figure 99.  

 

Figure 99. The penetration edge of the fluke is beveled 

That an anchor sets fast and in a good way are as important as the anchors ability to hold, 

because without the anchor setting you will never experience the hold. Due to the convex 

shape of the anchor’s fluke the anchor sets fast in the seabed. The convex shape digs 

downwards in to the sediment, creating a good and fast setting while a concave shape digs 

less efficient but have a stronger holding ability once set. The reason for the convex shape is 
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simply that with a day-time anchor the setting is more important than the hold. During day 

time anchorage it is less wind, you often stay beside the boat and you have more of a time 

limit; so you would want an anchor that sets fast.   

8.2.3 Hold the seabed 

The setting of a day anchor might be of greater importance than the actual holding, but with 

this said, an anchor without holding is not an actual anchor. The anchor has a big fluke area 

that will hold the seabed both in YZ-direction and ZX-direction. Furthermore, it is of 

importance that the anchor gets symmetrically buried, which due to the actual symmetry and 

the one-fluke design is applied. The fluke is seen in Figure 100.  

     

Figure 100. The convex fluke 

 

8.2.4 Horizontal pulling force 

The pulling force on the anchor is to be as horizontal as possible. However, this is rarely the 

case when anchoring a smaller boat during day time anchoring. Since the fluke has area both 

in YZ-direction and ZX-direction it is possible for the anchor to hold even if the catenary is 

small. With this said, the recommendations for the anchor will always be to have a couple of 

meters of chain closest to the anchor, or use an anchor weight half way down the anchor line.   

8.2.5 Be roll-stable 

The roll-stability of an anchor is a difficult thing to pin-point in design attributes. Still, the 

anchor has many of the recommended design attributes for good roll-stability, such as a 

convex shape and area in many dimensions. What has also been shown is important what 

comes to roll-stability is the sediment flow around the anchor; this is because the anchor 

should not “cake” the sediment and therefor disengage entirely. Due to the cut out triangles, 

seen in Figure 101, in both the fluke and the shaft the sediment can move within the anchor, 

and the anchor will drift rather than break loose.  
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Figure 101. The cut out triangles in the fluke and shaft 

8.2.6 Re-set quickly 

If the anchor is to disengage entirely, it is important that the anchor re-sets quickly. The main 

reason for this not to happen is that the chain or line can get tangled in the anchor. This could 

be the case when the anchor has several protruding parts, such as the grapnel anchor with its 

many flukes or an anchor with long stocks. Since this anchor has only one fluke and no stock, 

the number of protruding parts is minimized, and thereby the tangling risk is minimized.    

8.2.7 Easy to recover 

The handle part of the anchor provides with the choice of two different attaching points for 

the anchoring chain or line. The chain or line can be attached in the front ring of the handle, 

working as a regular attachment point, as seen in Figure 102. Since the anchor is “open” and 

has the cut out triangles, the sediment easily slides of the anchor as it is recovered. 

 

Figure 102. The recovery process if chain or line is attached in the front ring 
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There is always a risk that the anchor could get stuck, either in the sediment or in crevices or 

between or under rocks. When this happened it can be very difficult to recover the anchor. If 

the line or chain is fastened in the slide bar on the top of the handle, the anchor can be 

recovered by changing the direction of the pulling force. The chain or line will then slide 

along the bar, working as a second-crown, as seen in Figure 103.  

 

Figure 103. The recovery process if chain or line is attached in the slide bar 

It is also a possibility to fasten the line or chain the front ring, and to attach a loose second 

security line in the slide bar. In this way it is no worries that the anchor can disengage 

unintentionally if the wind changes, but the anchor can easily be recovered by lifting it in the 

second line.  
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8.3 Usability 

The handle on top of the anchor is not purely for the recovery and angulation, but also for 

easier handling of the anchor up on the boat. The handle provides a good grip and it is easy to 

carry the anchor in the handle. When unfolding the anchor, the easiest way is to grab the fluke 

from underneath, where the over casted lead part creates a good grip.  

As said before, it is important that any articulation of the anchor is opened while in action. 

Pivoting fluke anchors rely on the ability of the loose fluke to penetrate the seabed even 

though the articulation is not locked. This can result in the anchor only scraping the seabed, 

especially if the seabed is hard.  

In order to lock the fluke in open position, a locking mechanism is attached in the joint area of 

the anchor. Since the locking mechanism only keeps the fluke from going into closed position 

and not to look it for the actual force, the force on the locking mechanism is low. The lock is 

locked automatically when the anchor unfolds, and to unfold the anchor a latch is moved, seen 

in Figure 104, and the fluke is made loose.       

 

Figure 104. The latch of the locking mechanism, locked to the right and open to the left 

The locking mechanism consists of an aluminum parts that is attached in the shaft, two 

compression springs, a plastic housing/latch and the shaped axis. When the fluke goes into an 

angle of 30 degrees, the axis snaps in to the slot in the housing. In between the housing and 

the aluminum part, two compression springs hold the housing in place while locked. When 

unlocking, the housing is moved so that the springs compresses and the axis gets free. The 

locking mechanism is seen in Figure 105 and 106. The locking mechanism is only attached to 

the right joint on the anchor.  

 

Figure 105. The locking mechanism from the inside; 

 locked to the left and unlocked to the right 
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Figure 106. The locking mechanism 

 

The anchor has two rubber linings, one in the back of the anchor and one along the front of 

the shaft. Due to the back lining the anchor can stand up on the boat deck without the risk of 

damaging the boat deck, as shown in Figure 107. As the anchor can stand up it is easier to 

deal with it, and the handle is free to grab.  

 

Figure 107. The anchor can stand up due to the rubber lining in the back of the shaft 
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The front rubber lining protects the user and the boat deck from the sharp edge of the fluke 

while folded, as seen in Figure 108. The fluke’s edge is hidden by the rubber in folded 

position, and is thereby easy to stow and handle. Also, the fluke “snaps” under the rubber 

lining and gets in this way fixed in this position.  

 

Figure 108. The sharp edge of the fluke is hidden by the front rubber lining on the shaft 

Between the fluke and the shaft lie bushings. The bushings create friction in the joints, which 

prevents the fluke from falling out and hurting the user or damaging the boat or other 

equipment. One of the bushings is seen in Figure 109.  

 

Figure 109. The bushing creates friction to prevent the fluke from falling out 

Furthermore, the anchor has big flat surfaces that are easy to clean from seaweed and bottom 

sediment.  
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8.4 Material and Manufacturing 

The environment and use for an anchor sets high demands on the material used; the corrosive 

salty water in combination with sometimes very high forces is a challenge for any material. 

The most common materials for anchors, as presented in chapter X, are stainless steel, 

galvanized steel and the more newly introduced aluminum. As one of the preferences from the 

company was to investigate in to alternative materials, fiber reinforced polymers was also 

considered as a potential material to use for the anchor.  

8.4.1 Potential Materials 

Fiber composites, and especially carbon fiber composites, can be very strong relative to the 

weight. The density could be only 20 % of the density of stainless steel but as strong. The 

downside of the composite however is the stiffness; the yield strength is the same as the 

tensile strength, i.e. the material does not deform at all before breakage. This characteristic is 

not good for an anchor, as you rather want the anchor to deform than to break immediately. 

Also, the material is very expensive; up to 7 times the price of the already expensive stainless 

steel. Furthermore is the manufacturing using carbon fiber very time consuming and demands 

extreme professional expertise to get it correct. Also, the fiber composites can be sensitive for 

point load, which in the chosen design could be an issue (CES EduPack, 2013). It was chosen 

that the use of fiber composites was not suitable for this product.  

Steel is the absolute most widely used material in anchors all over the world. It is common to 

use galvanized steel, which has good corrosion resistance. However, galvanized steel has a 

rough and matt finish and not as good detail representation. Stainless steel is more expensive, 

but the problems with the galvanized steel’s finish are not present. Also, the corrosion 

resistance of stainless steel is very good, and if the protecting outer layer is damaged, it heals 

instantly by itself. However, corrosion can appear in stainless steel as well; in this case in the 

shape of crevice corrosion and stress corrosion. The crevice corrosion can appear where water 

accumulates and cause imperfections in the surface, i.e. in this case in the joint area. Stress 

corrosions may appear where great stress is applied on the anchor and small cracks is created. 

Still, stainless steel is seen as the most effective anchor material because of the great strength 

and corrosion resistance (Damstahl, 2013).       

Aluminum was introduced as an anchor material because of the good corrosion resistance in 

combination with the low weight; with only one third of the density of stainless steel. 

Although an anchor needs some weight to function properly, the use of aluminum can make 

an anchor work as good (according to the manufacturer) as a steel anchor of the same size but 

with larger weight. However, the strength of aluminum is also approximately one third of 

steel, which makes the anchor weaker in comparison to a steel anchor. In comparison to the 

fiber composite aluminum it is also quite elastic (CES EduPack, 2013). Aluminum alloys with 

over 2.5 % Magnesium, as well as AlMgSi alloys, has shown good durability in sea water 

(SAPA, 2013). Furthermore, Aluminum with 5-11 % of Si has very good casting properties, 

and the detail representation is good (CES EduPack, 2013). Aluminum can get a real 

coloration with anodizing, which also gives the material better corrosion resistance. However, 
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aluminum does not go well with abrasion, but this can be solved with bushings of other 

material.  

There are several ways of colorizing aluminum. One of these ways is to anodize the 

aluminum, which is an electrolytic process that increases the oxide layer thickness of the 

material. Except the color variation due to the anodizing, the material also gets harder, more 

corrosion resistant, more abrasive resistant and electrically isolated. The anodizing can be 

made with several different colors, some seen in Figure 110. If there is extra demand on the 

material, a hard-anodizing process can be made on aluminum with a lower Si content than 10 

%, which gives the surface even more protection (BodyCoat, 2018). 

  

Figure 110.  Anodized aluminum glasses (TheGreenHead, 2013) 

If aluminum and stainless steel is to be used in contact with each other in a highly conductive 

environment there is a high risk of galvanic corrosion. Galvanic corrosion appears when 

metals with different electrode potentials are in contact with each other and an electrolyte, in 

this case the sea water. One metal starts acting like a cathode and the other one as an anode. 

The anode metal starts to dissolve in to the electrolyte, and by time the anode metal, in this 

case the aluminum, will have been damaged (Euro Inox, 2011). This type of corrosion sets 

standards for design, as the two materials cannot meet for a long period of time while 

surrounded by the highly conductive sea water.      

8.4.2 Used Materials 

Due to the requirement that the fluke had to have a larger weight than the rest of the anchor, it 

was first considered that the fluke and shaft was to be made in different materials. The 

materials considered were galvanized steel, stainless steel and aluminum. The galvanized steel 

was discarded because of bad surface finish, but also because the material is so closely 

connected with the common badly working grapnel anchor. The choice would be to make the 

fluke in stainless steel and the rest of the anchor in aluminum. There would be no risk of 

galvanic corrosion because of the polymeric bushings in the joint, however, the area where 

the fluke rests on the shaft while the anchor is in action would still be an issue. At this very 

area, it would be close to impossible to protect the materials from connecting, as any 

polymeric isolator would quickly be worn out because of the great force. With this issue 

clarified, it was chosen that the fluke and shaft would not be made in different materials.    

As aluminum has all the qualities that were sought after, as well as being both lighter and 

cheaper than stainless steel, this was the material chosen for both the fluke and the shaft. The 

aluminum alloy that was chosen was an AlMgSi with a Si content lower than 10 %. To make 

the fluke heavier, it was chosen that a lead mass was to be placed in the tip of the fluke.  
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The rubber to be used is EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer), a synthetic rubber. The 

rubber has excellent resistance to water absorption as well as towards UV-light (EPDM 

Roofs, 2013). Furthermore the material has excellent abrasion resistance and good resistance 

to tearing (DelTech Controls, 2013). The EPDM will be used in the rubber linings as well as 

in the bushings.  

The thermoplastic used for the polymer housing is High density polyethylene (HDPE). HDPE 

has good resistance to UV-radiation, excellent durability to absorption of water and good 

fracture toughness for a relatively low price. Both EPDM and HDPE work well in higher 

temperatures as well as lower temperatures (CES EduPack, 2013).  

An overview of the chosen materials can be seen in Figure 111, and more information 

regarding the chosen materials can be seen in Appendix T.  

 

Figure 111.  The chosen materials for the anchor 

8.4.3 Manufacturing 

The fluke and the shaft are casted in a highly liquid and casting-friendly AlMgSi alloy. Due to 

the high liquidity of the melted material, details are represented in a good way. However, 

machined aluminum would of course give a sharper fluke edge as well as better detail 

accuracy. Machining the casted aluminum, for example to get a sharper fluke edge, could be 

an alternative if shown that the casting result is not as desired. The aluminum cover of the 

locking mechanism is machined. The polymer housing part is injection molded in High 

Density Polyethylene.  

The EPDM rubber is molded over the aluminum. As seen in Figure 112, the aluminum parts 

have an edge on which the rubber attaches to.   

 

Figure 112.  The rubber linings are molded over the aluminum shaft 
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8.5 Parts and Assembly 

Figure 113 shows a general assembly of the anchor. Table 14 shows the quantity and material 

of each part. The drawing pack can be seen in Appendix U.  

 

Figure 113.  A general assembly of the anchor 

Table 14.  The quantity and material for each part 

Part Quantity Material 
Shank 1 AlMgSi 
Handle 1 AlMgSi 
Fluke 1 AlMgSi 
Bottom lining 1 EPDM 
Front lining 1 EPDM 
Axis left 1 AlMgSi 
Axis right 1 AlMgSi 
Fixed part of locking 1 AlMgSi 
Housing in locking 1 HDPE 
Compression Spring 2 Stainless Steel 
Bushing 2 EPDM 

 

The holes of the shaft and the fluke are drilled. The handle is welded on to the shaft. The 

aluminum cover to the locking mechanism is welded on, the springs put in place and the 

plastic part set in position. The fluke is positioned with the rubber bushings set in place. The 

axis are put in place and welded from the inside together with the fluke, fastening the fluke 

entirely to the shaft.    
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8.6 Weight and Size 

The anchor size is based partly on the fact that the anchor has to be easy to handle and partly 

due to that it has to work as good as possible, since a larger anchor often gives better setting 

and grip. These two demands contradict each other, so it is important to find a middle way as 

these demands is some of the most important ones according to user tests and the 

questionnaire. It was chosen that the anchor should have a length of 48 centimeters with the 

handle included, with the shaft being 30 centimeter long and the shaft being 18 centimeters, as 

seen in Figure 114. Figure 115 shows the size of the anchor in comparison with persons.  

 

Figure 114.  The general dimensions of the anchor 

 

 

Figure 115.  The size of the anchor compared to users 

The weight of the anchor was also critical, as the setting depends highly on the overall weight 

as well as the distribution of the weight in the anchor. The weight, both distribution and 

overall, was easily adjusted with the size of the leaded tip. The end weight of the anchor was 

3.8 kg.  
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8.7 Color and Trim 

To make the locking mechanism more intuitive to use an icon that resembles an unlocked lock 

is immersed in to the polymer housing with an arrow pointing towards the direction on which 

the latch is to be moved to fold the anchor. When the anchor is locked, a symbol is shown on 

the aluminum part of the locking that resembles a locked lock, both icons seen in Figure 116.   

 

Figure 116.  Icons on the locking system 

 

It was chosen that the anchor was to be hard anodized in ash black, and have rubber and 

plastic details in a medium bright fuchsia color, see Figure 117. The ash black color together 

with a bright contrast color goes well together with TND’s current marine product range. The 

fuchsia color might appeal female users, but without excluding the male ones. The contrast 

color gives the anchor a modern and interesting look, and it will be an eye-catcher in the 

marine store. A fuchsia colored anchor line should be available to purchase together with the 

anchor, seen in Figure 118. The final anchor, with color and trim, is seen in an illustration of 

usage in Figure 119.  
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Figure 117.  The final color setting on the anchor 

 

 

 

Figure 118.  Fuchsia colored anchor line 
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Figure 119.  Illustrations of the anchor in use 
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9. Evaluation 

During this stage the final product is evaluated usability wise by going through the criteria 

specification and the results from the user survey. The anchor is evaluated constructional wise 

through a FEM-analysis and scoping calculations. A brief costing estimation is made, as well 

as an ecological evaluation. Finally, user feedback on the final product is summarized. 
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9.1 Weight and Balance 

The weight of 3.8 kg makes the anchor between the ranks of excellent and good in bottom 

holding, if the anchor is to hold the required force of 200 daN, this according to the table from 

chapter 2.7.2 recommendations, also seen below in Figure 120. According to the criteria 

specification the maximum anchor weight was set to 8 kg, and the common recommendation 

for a 30 feet boat was between 5-15 kg. This makes the anchor weighting under the general 

recommended weight for that sized boat.  

 

Figure 120. Diagram of efficiency for anchors
 

Furthermore, the center of gravity of the anchor is important, both unfolded and folded. This 

is due to that the anchor has to be in balance for good usability up on the boat. Figure 121 

shows the center of gravity (COG) when the anchor is folded, to the left, and unfolded, to the 

right. Although the tip of the fluke weighs relatively much, it is seen in the figure that the 

COG is situated within the standing area, even when the anchor is unfolded. This means that 

the anchor can be standing up on the boat deck both folded and unfolded.  

 

Figure 121. The COG for the anchor, folded and unfolded 
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9.2 Criteria Specification 

The criteria specification was divided in to four main categories; General, Design, 

Performance and Usability.  

9.2.1 General 

When it comes to the general requirements, the anchor fulfilled that it was to be designed as a 

day anchor for smaller leisure boats, have a maximal weight of 8 kg, have good stowage 

properties and minimize the potential damage of the boat deck.  

9.2.2 Design 

The anchor is a plow-anchor, which works best on sand and clay. One of the criteria was that 

the anchor was to work best on sand and clay sediment. The anchor can be connected with 

TND’s current SKARG-shackles either in the front ring or in the slide bar, and a 12 

millimeter line would work well with the anchor. Furthermore, the design is in harmony with 

the rest of TND’s marine product both in shape and trim and in color setting. The volume of 

the anchor is minimized when not in use, as it is foldable and the fluke’s attach angle to the 

seabed is 109 degrees; over 90 degrees which was stated in the criteria.    

9.2.3 Performance 

According to the tests made with the metal prototypes, the anchor has very good setting and 

holding properties. Compared to the other anchor models that were tested, the chosen anchor 

showed outstanding results in holding capacity. Exactly how good these properties are in the 

final designed anchor is hard to say without manufacturing a full-scale Alfa-prototype. The 

anchor is designed to not loose grip totally under pressure, but to drag through the sediment. 

Furthermore, the anchor has no sprawling parts that can cause tangling with the line or chain.   

9.2.4 Usability 

The anchor is designed to be used without a windlass in an easy and intuitive way. The 

recovery of the anchor is taken in to account, as well as the handling, power effort and 

number of steps needed to fold and unfold it. The number of steps as well as the time 

consumption when using the anchor is minimized with the automatically locking when 

unfolding.  

9.2.5 Preferences 

One of the preferences by the company was that the anchor was to be able to stand and be 

handled on the boat deck without external protection. This was solved by adding the rubber 

lining in the back of the anchor, which also fulfilled another preference by the company; that 

the anchor was to be partially coated with rubber material. Furthermore, the preference that 

the anchor is to be variable in coloring is fulfilled by adding the color to the rubber and 

polymer parts, since the color on these are easily changed during manufacturing. When it 

comes to the preferences of minimizing the number of parts and especially moving parts, 

equilibrium had to be made whether to go for few parts or good usability. In this case, good 

usability was the most important aspect.   
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9.3 Forces 

The anchor is normally subjected to one applied force in the front ring of the handle. This 

force is, according to the brief, set to a maximum of 200 daN, i.e. 2000 N. This force is a 

relatively high load to put on a day-anchor, as it is seen in SXK’s anchor test that the most 

common types of day anchor, the grapnel and the mushroom, only hold the seabed up to 

approximately 500 N, as seen in Figure 122. With this said, it is assumed that the load of the 

anchor normally will be subjected to a force of under 200 daN. 

 

Figure 122. Results from SXK’s anchor test with the criteria of 2000 N highlighted  

However, when calculations are being made, the worst situation is taken in to concern, and 

this would be an applied force of 2000 N in the handle of the anchor.  

9.3.1 Scoping Calculations 

The anchor is subjected to different directions of the applied force depending on the situation; 

when setting, when the wind turns and when being recovered. When the anchor has set and 

the anchor is to hold the seabed, the applied force is close to horizontal to the seafloor and a 

resultant force is distributed over the fluke area when the seabed pushes against it. The fluke 

pushes back up on the inside of the shaft, and the axes are also affected by this force. An 

illustrative figure of the forces is seen in Figure 123. 

 

Figure 123. The applied force in red and the resulted forces in pink  
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In the worst case scenario, the fluke tip will get stuck for example during recovery or setting, 

and the entire force of 2000 N will affect the fluke tip and not the entire surface. The resulting 

force on the axes is the critical force in this scenario. The resulting force on the inside of the 

shaft is distributed over a larger area, and will therefore not be as critical. Figure 124 shows a 

simplified model of the anchor, and what is searched for is the shear force in point B, i.e. the 

joint. The shear stress should not exceed 30 GPa, as this is the highest shear stress cast 

aluminum can hold for (CES EduPack, 2013). 

 

Figure 124. A simplified model of the anchor 

According to figure 124           . The fluke is made in to a free body diagram, as seen 

in Figure 125, and the forces are clarified.  

 

Figure 125. The simplified fluke is made in a free body diagram 
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First of all, the forces    and     are calculated through geometry relations. What is known is 

the angle between the fluke and the seabed, and from this we can get the angles between 

  and the partial forces, seen in Figure 126.  

 

Figure 126. Partial forces and angles 

The partial forces are calculated through trigonometric, as seen in equation (2)-(3). 
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Equilibrium calculations are made, as seen in equations (4)-(6).  
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The torque equation leads to 
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Where                                                      Which 

leads to equation (8): 

 

     
               

 
   

                              

     
           

 

(8) 

The forces        is calculated by using trigonometric on Figure 127, according to Equation 

(9)-(12).  
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Figure 127. Partial forces and angles 
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Since there are two axes taking the force of       , the force is divided by two, and the shear 

stress is calculated: 
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(15) 

As the shear stress of 0.073 GPa is not even close to the set limit of 30 Gpa, there is no risk of 

the axis to break or deform even under loads higher than 200 daN.   
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9.3.2 FEM – Analysis 

FEM is a numerical method to find estimates of boundary value problems.  The Fenite 

Element Method (FEM) Program Workbench (ANSYS, 2012) was used to evaluate how well 

the handle would hold for the applied force. The applied force was set to 2000 N, and the 

deformation, stress and force reactions was calculated. The applied force was set in three 

different situation; when the chain or line is attached in the front ring, when thechain or line is 

attached in the slide bar and in the middle, and when the chain or line is atached in the slide 

bar and in the back, as seen in Figure 128.  

 

Figure 128. The three different situations that was evaluated in the FEM-calculations 

All of the results from the FEM-analysis is seen in Appendix V. 

SITUATION 1 

The total deformation, i.e. the entire movement of the part and not the movement in one 

specific point, is 13 millimeters. The mainly deformed part is the lower bar in the handle, 

which would need some reinforcement. The maximum stress in the handle reached up to 1038 

MPa, which is over the tensile strength for aluminum. As seen in Figure 129, the maximum 

stress occurs in the relatively sharp corner in the front of the handle, and the most of the stress 

over the tensile strength for aluminum occurs in the lower bar. The resulting forces in the 

fixed points are relatively distributed, as seen in Figure 130.   

 

Figure 129. The highest stress is in the relatively sharp corner in the front 

 

Figure 130. The force reactions of the applied force of 2000 N in situation 1 
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SITUATION 2  

The total deformation in situation two was calculated to be 12.5 millimeters, as seen in Figure 

X, and the maximum stress was 939 MPa. Both deformation and stress is unacceptable, and 

reinforcements on both the upper and lower bar are needed, as well as a bigger radius in the 

front corner. In this situation both reacting forces are low and well distributed.  

  

Figure 130. Deformation to the left and stress to the right in Situation 2 

SITUATION 3 

In situation 3, less than a millimeter of deformation occurs at maximum, which is good. The 

highest stress occurs in the back corner of the handle, as seen in Figure 131, but only reaches 

167 MPa, which is acceptable. The reacting forces are unevenly distributed, with high load on 

the back welding point, and a very low load on the front, as seen in Figure 132.   

 

Figure 131. The maximum stress occurs in the back corner in Situation 3 

 

Figure 132. The reacting forces on the welding points for situation 3 
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9.4 Costing Analysis 

An estimation of cost is interesting in this case, since one of the criteria of the anchor was to 

make it competitively priced. The 1-3-9 method, described by David G. Ullman (Ullman, 

2010), is e method of cost estimating a high volume product made “in house”, i.e. a product 

with close to or no standard components. This estimation says that the manufacturing cost is 

approximately three times the material cost, and the selling price is nine times the material 

cost.  

The material, volume and price of each component are seen in Table 15. The prices are taken 

from CES EduPack (CES EduPack, 2013) and the weights from the CAD-model.  

Table 15. Weight and price for each part
 

Part Qty Material Kg SEK / kg Total Price SEK 

Shaft 1 AlMgSi 1.367 16 22 

Handle 1 AlMgSi 0.184 16 3 

Fluke 1 AlMgSi 1.042 16 16.7 

Fluke Lead 1 Lead 1.120 14 15.7 

Bottom lining 1 EPDM 0.039 27 1 

Front lining 1 EPDM 0.017 27 0.46 

Axis left 1 AlMgSi 0.0068 16 0.1 

Axis right 1 AlMgSi 0.0067 16 0.1 

Fixed part of locking 1 AlMgSi 0.0016 16 0.03 

Housing in locking 1 HDPE 0.001 12 0.012 

Compression Spring 2 Stainless Steel 0.0003 standard - 

Bushing 2 EPDM 0.001 standard - 

TOT   3.790 Kg  59.1 SEK 
 

According to the 1-3-9 model, the manufacturing cost and the selling cost is seen in Table 16.  

Table 16. Costing calculations
 

COST Material Cost Manufacturing Cost Selling Cost 

Calculation See Table X 59.1* 3 59.1 * 9 

TOT 87.15 SEK 177.3 SEK 532 SEK 
 

The selling price of 530 SEK may seem a bit high, but when taken in to account the price of 

the actual boat that is berthed by the anchor the sum is comparably very small. Also, it was 

stated in the results from the questionnaire that the price of the anchor was the least important 

aspect. 
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9.5 Ecological Analysis 

The ten golden rules are a summary of guidelines for ecological design. The rules are very 

general and must be customized for each product (Konrad Luttropp, 2011). The ten golden 

rules go through the production, use and end-of-life of a product with focus on sustainability. 

Hazardous 

“Limit the use of hazardous substances and arrange closed loops for necessary ones” 

Some of the materials that are identified as dangerous and hazardous materials are mercury, 

lead and cadmium. As lead is a part of the anchor, it is important to keep the lead in a strictly 

closed circle. It is important to inform the user that the anchor holds lead and that the 

recycling of the anchor must be taken care of professionally.  

Housekeeping 

“Minimize energy and resource consumption in production and transport” 

The anchor can be transported in folding position, and thereby demand less space than a fixed 

anchor, which gives lower transports emissions. Aluminum has higher embodied energy in 

primary production than for example stainless steel (CES EduPack, 2013), but on the other 

hand the material is much lighter. 

Weight 

“Use structural features and high quality materials to minimize weight” 

Aluminum is a high quality material that has excellent strength relatively the weight. The 

anchor has structural features of the cut out triangles which saves material.  

Energy 

“Minimize energy and resource consumption in the usage phase” 

The energy consumption during the user phase is not important when it comes to an anchor, 

as the usage phase does not carry the most significant environmental aspects.  

Upgrade  

“Promote repair and upgrading, especially for long lasting and system depending products” 

Although the parts in the locking mechanism and the bushing might be slightly difficult to 

change if damage, it is possible.  

Life 

“Promote long life for products” 

The anchor is a solid product that will last for several years. Since the marine market is a slow 

and conservative market the anchor will probably not have any competitors, so there will be 

no “new and exciting” to change to.  
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Protect 

“Invest in better material, surface treatments or structural arrangements to protect products 

from dirt, corrosion and wear” 

As the aluminum is anodized, it has very good corrosion and tear resistance. The polymer 

material that is used in the products has very good resistance to both water and UV-rays. The 

anchor is easy to clean because of the big surfaces. 

Information 

“Prepare for upgrading, maintenance and recycling through information, labeling, 

modularization and accessibility” 

The HDPE housing is labeled as seen in Figure 128, in order to be recycled in the correct 

way.  

 

Figure 128. The recycle marks for HDPE 

Unfortunately is the EPDM rubber not recyclable, but goes to landfill.  

Mix 

“Promote upgrading, repair and recycling by using few not blended materials and avoiding 

alloys” 

Several materials is used in the anchor, both metallic alloys and polymers. To use an 

aluminum alloy is necessary, as pure aluminum rarely has the properties one needs for 

construction. As the rubber linings are attached on to the aluminum, it could be difficult to 

separate these parts.  

Structure 

“Use as few joining elements as possible and promote geometric solutions” 

No screws or nuts are used in the product, and geometric design is used for example to lock 

the fluke in the force direction while in action and to fix the fluke in the folded position.  
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9.6 Feedback 

Feedback was received from both potential users and from Top Notch Design in order to 

clarify pros and cons regarding the product.  

9.6.1 Potential User’s Feedback 

To gain feedback from potential users a digital Feedback questionnaire was sent out. The 

recipients were people who, on the Anchor usage Questionnaire, had answered that they 

wanted to give feedback and/or see the results from the questionnaire, and thereby had written 

down their email addresses. The Feedback questionnaire was sent to 90 people, and can be 

seen in Appendix W. Together with the send-out a brief presentation of the final anchor was 

sent out, found in Appendix X, as well as a summary of the results from the anchor usage 

questionnaire, seen in Appendix Y.  

27 recipients answered the questionnaire, and three persons answered with feedback via e-

mail. The questionnaire consisted of three main questions, where the first one was “What is 

your general opinion about the anchor? (1 is Poor and 5 is Good)”. The results from this 

question are seen in Figure 129 below. 50 % of the recipients answered neutrally with a three, 

and 39 % answered with a four. This is seen as relatively good feedback, as it was shown in 

the anchor usage questionnaire that most recipients did not see positively on using folding 

anchors at all.  

 

Figure 129. The overall impression of the final anchor, 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest 

The second question was “Would you be willing to buy and use this anchor? (if you are or 

imagine that you are a potential customer)”. Many recipients probably misterpreted this 

question as most of the persons that answered No wrote that they had a large boat that needed 

a bigger anchor. Another comment from the persons that answered No was that they did not 
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like moving parts in an anchor. The anwers was divided equally throught the answers Yes, No 

and I don’t know, as seen in Figure 130.  

 

Figure 130. The results for the question if the recipient would be willing to buy the anchor 

The last part of the questionnaire the recipients were asked to write down their own comments 

and feedback regarding usability, design, functionality etcetera. All of the comments are seen 

in Appendix Z, and a few selected ones are seen in Figure 131. Some of the criticism that was 

given was that it was many moving parts and that service could be an issue, and that they 

wanted it to be tested in full-size before they could make a statement regarding the anchor.  

 

Figure 131. Some of the comments from the Feedback questionnaire 
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9.6.2 The Company’s Feedback 

Kristina applied to do her Master Thesis work with us in the areas of product design. After 

many ideas of what such a thesis could include we, together with the examiner, concluded that 

the area marine technology would be suitable. Kristina's background with experience in 

seamanship and sailing made this choice seem more and more appropriate. And in retrospect, 

this was a very good choice. We chose a project that we thought would be a fitting thesis 

while giving us vital background information on a project in the early stages as we previously 

lacked. We wanted to know if there would be any point in going ahead with this project to a 

real product, in this case a folding anchor for yachts. 

Kristina took on this challenge with an unprecedented commitment. Already during the first 

data collection phase of the project, it dawned on us others that this certainly would not be an 

easy challenge. And Kristina's feasibility study was already more comprehensive than any of 

us could have imagined it to be. But Kristina made sure to keep the project on track and 

steered it into the harbor with a sure hand. The anchor that Kristina has developed has all the 

requests that we set at the beginning of the thesis. As a result, we will continue working on it 

in the fall to get a product out on the market. Kristina has done an absolutely fantastic 

comprehensive thesis, just at the precise level of detail that we are all on the company values 

so highly. 

It should be said that we are all very impressed by this show of managing and understanding 

on all the complicated processes it is to produce a completely new product, ranging from 

surveys with end users, via new crazy ideas for advanced testing of various prototypes.  

Moreover, it seems Kristina have some sort of previous degree of folding paper and pasting 

on ice cream sticks, so that it both looks good and can be evaluated functionally remarkably 

accurate. Even more amazed were we when Kristina presented the welded and advanced 

prototypes. Yes, hats off to this very difficult and great job. We are very grateful for what this 

thesis has given us and hope that Kristina will continue with us in creating a real product of it. 

Thank you Kristina! 

 

 

Mikael Ericsson and colleagues at Top Notch Design AB 

Stockholm, August 2013 
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10. Discussion & Conclusions 

All parts of the project are discussed during this chapter. Any sources of errors and potential 

improvements of the methodology used are discussed. Finally, the project and the results are 

concluded. 
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10.1 Discussion 

The project is discussed, from the informational search to the concept tests.  

10.1.1 Literature and Informational Search 

One thing that was made very clear during the project is the actual interest and the passion 

that people feel for their boats and their boating equipment. It has been beneficial for the 

project that the topic has been something that is actually a hobby, as many people wants to get 

involved. However, since there are so many people that are in to the boating scene and 

boating equipment, it was sometimes difficult to differentiate between reliable information 

and doubtful information. Also, there are thousands of people with different opinions 

regarding anchors, and all of them are certain they have the right one.  

Furthermore, the more reliable information might not still be totally objective. In many cases 

the authors of certain texts are themselves developer of a certain anchor. For example is one 

of the authors of The complete anchoring handbook, the developer of the popular Spade 

anchor.  

Tries was made during the project to contact designers and developer of different anchors, but 

unfortunately no responses came in.  

10.1.2 The Brief 

The hypothesis of the anchors was correct when it comes to the weight and material of the 

anchor, as the hypothesis said 3-4 kilograms in steel or aluminum with rubber and polymer 

details. The hypothesis also said that the anchor was to have several flukes and be a 

combination of the grapnel anchor and the pivoting-fluke anchor, which was not the result. 

The unfolding of the anchor only needs one operation movement, and the locking mechanism 

is automatically locked when unfolded, as the hypothesis stated. Furthermore was the 

hypothesis correct when it comes to an innovative design idiom and striking colors and 

interesting materials.  

According to the QFD, the two most important criteria was Have a maximal weight of 8 kg 

and Be foldable. Both of these criteria was met in a good way.  

When locking at the Project risk, it was stated that the highest risks for falling behind 

schedule was that the prototypes would not work properly, it would be difficult to gather 

people for interviews and questionnaire and that a proper FEM-analysis cannot be made. It 

was shown that it was easy to gather persons for the user survey, but the prototyping was had 

to be remade. Because of the immense work on the prototypes the project fell behind schedule 

with a couple of weeks.  
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10.1.3 Ideation 

The brainstorming was made almost entirely at the company together with the colleagues. 

This was partly because of preferences by the company, but also because the ideation 

demanded comprehensive knowledge in the background study. It would have been good to 

include more people in to the brainstorming sessions, as not to get stuck only on a certain 

amount of ideas. The company, rightly, wanted to developed ideas that they liked, although 

this could have led to other undeveloped ideas being disregarded. Furthermore, the ideation 

part was prolonged and slow, and the planning of the ideation stage could have been made 

more efficient.    

10.1.4 User Survey 

The questionnaire that was handed out in the beginning of the product was written in English. 

This was since the questionnaire also was to be sent to international recipients. Some Swedish 

recipients complained about this, and after 24 hours a Swedish translation to some of the vital 

parts of the questionnaire was added. The language barrier might have caused some recipients 

to misunderstand the questions. Also, some of the consulted might have been intimidated by 

the English language and chosen not to answer. Retrospectively, the questionnaire should 

have been made in Swedish. The feedback questionnaire that later were sent out was written 

in Swedish.   

What was not expected was the amazing response that was given to the anchor questionnaire; 

the first two days, over 200 persons answered the survey. The target was to get close to 50 % 

of women answering the questionnaire, but it turned out to be difficult. The questionnaire was 

actively sent out to boat organizations specialized for women all over Sweden, and it resulted 

in that 30 % of the recipients was female in the end. What further was an issue was to get the 

small boat users to answer, even though efforts were made by sending out the questionnaire to 

fishing organizations and motor boat organizations. Another target was to get 50 % of the 

recipients to be motor boat owners, but it was clear that the sailing yacht owners had a much 

bigger interest in anchors. This leads to that most people who answered the survey used their 

anchors for night time use, as most sailing boats do.     

10.1.5 Concept Tests 

The concepts were built from 2D drawings, and the models did not have volume. Some of the 

concepts had more volume to them in the sketches than in the actual test models. To get the 

models as in the sketches, it would have been required to cast the models, which would have 

demanded a lot more work. It is also hard to know how the scaling and the weight of the 

models changed their properties. Furthermore, as the anchor was hand made some of them 

might have had minor flaws and some might have been slightly asymmetrical. Since the 

models did not weight exactly the same, this could have had an impact on the results.  

The models were only tested on soft and dry sand that did not cake since the anchors weight 

was too low to work well in other sediment. It would have been preferred that the models 

were heavier so as to be dragged in other sediment as well. The stocks on some of the models 

were too thin for the fine sand, as they just dug in to the sand.  
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It is difficult to determine if the shape of a model is actually a poor shape or if it’s only the 

angles and lengths that are out of proportion. A tiny change in angulation or surface area 

might be the drop that turns a well working anchor in to a poor one. To avoid this uncertainty, 

an analysis could have been made by changing angulation, number of flukes, areas and so on, 

on all or a number of concepts. This analysis would be too substantial for this project.  

The limitations of the testing box made it hard to test the roll-stability as the anchor could not 

be dragged in another direction then straight forward. Also, some of the models changed 

direction themselves and hit the edge of the box, disengaging. It would have been preferred 

that the box was wider, although this would have required a lot more sand and space.  

There is always a source or error when the human factor is involved. The angle and speed on 

which the anchor was dragged along the box was all determined by the person that performed 

the test. It would have been interesting to digitalize the dragging, and get the entire dragging 

as a diagram of force and time. However, since each model was dragged 10 times the results 

is considered credible.  
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10.2 Conclusions 

The designed anchor meets all of the criteria and most of the preferences stated in the brief 

written based on the company’s preferences, the user survey and the informational study. The 

anchor has to be further developed and tested in full scale with the correct materials before it 

can be stated that it meets all of the performance criteria as promised. According to the FEM-

analysis, the handle of the anchor needs to be reinforced. The feedback from the potential 

users was promising and mostly positive. This anchor would contribute to the conservative 

marine market as a user friendly and interesting product that suits boaters of the 21
st
 century, 

and be an intimidating competitor to the common grapnel and mushroom anchor. 
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APPENDIX A – Seabed characteristics  

Seabed characteristics throughout the Swedish coastal line. 
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APPENDIX B – Pros and Cons for different anchors 

Below are the pros and cons from different anchor types presented. It is a summary from 

many sources. 
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APPENDIX C – SXK’s anchor test 

Below is a summary of SXK’s big anchor test from 1989.  

 

                

The anchor types that was tested and their weights  

(SXK-V Tekniska Kommittén, 1989) 

 

Shows ranking and value on median anchor forces for different seabed characteristics  

(SXK-V Tekniska Kommittén, 1989) 
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The median anchor force for each of the anchors(SXK-V Tekniska Kommittén, 1989) 

 

Special observations made (SXK-V Tekniska Kommittén, 1989) 

This is what SXK recommends after the test:  
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På hårda sandbottnar: 

     CQR 7 och II kg   

     Facett 6 och 9 kg 

     Sea Grip 6 och l0 kg 

     Danforth 6 kg 

     Bruce II kg 

  

På hårda lerbottnar: 

     Sea Grip 6 och 10 kg 

     CQR 7 och 11 kg 

     Danforth 6 kg 

     Bruce 11 kg 

  

På lösa lerbottnar: 

     Flygankare 8 kg 

     Danforth 6 kg 

 

(SXK-V Tekniska Kommittén, 1989) 
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APPENDIX D – Sags on a rode 

Below is some information regarding sags on the anchor line presented.  

In the figure it is shown how the force on the line changes with the sag of it. The line is 15 

meters and used on a depth of 5 meters.  

 

Figure X. The forces on a 15 meter nylon line on 5 meters depth  

(Poiraud, Ginsberg-Klemmt, & Ginsberg-Klemmt, 2008) 

Table X. Forces on rode (Silins, 2011) 

Curve Force on rode 

1 0 daN 

2 10 daN 

3 52 daN 

4 100 daN 

5 >100 daN 
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APPENDIX E – Recommendations on Anchor weights 

Below are some recommendations regarding anchor weights presented.  

 

Recommended anchor weights according to PolyProdukter (PolyProdukter, 2012) 

Size of boat  

[Feet] 

Anchor weight 

[Kg] 22 5 

30 7.5 

36 10 

41 15 

48 20 

 

A general rule of thumb is that the anchor shall weigh as much in pounds as the boat is long in 

feet (PolyProdukter, 2012). This would equal the Table X, below.  

Recommended anchor weights according to rule of thumb 

Size of Boat  

[Feet] 

Weight 

[Kg] 5 2.3 

10 4.5 

15 6.8 

20 9.1 

25 11.4 

 

According to Table X, we can read out how much each category of anchors should weigh for 

a 30 feet boat that is exposed to winds of 15 m/s, and therefore have an anchor that is exposed 

for 200 daN. What we can derive from Table X for this situation is presented in Table X.  

Categorized anchors and weights for a 30 feet boat exposed to 30 knots wind 

Category Weight 

[Kg] Excellent <3.2  

Good 5  

Medium 7.5  

Poor >10  
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APPENDIX F – Anchor Questionnaire 

Below is a print screen from the digital anchor questionnaire.  
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APPENDIX G – Questionnaire Results 

Below is the results from the digital anchor questionnaire.  

The Respondents 

In a total 435 persons answered the survey; 72 % men and 28 % women. However, only 70 % 

of all the begun questionnaires were totally completed and therefore some questions were 

answered more or less times than others. The most common boat type that was represented in 

the questionnaire was Sailing Yacht with 81 %, and thereafter Motor Yacht with 17 %. Other 

boat types that were represented were dinghy, army vessel, rowing boat and ship. A pie chart 

of the represented boat types is seen in the Figure below.     

 

The results from the questions of the size of the boat that has been used the most 

 

As seen in the Figure, the most represented boat size was 31-40 feet, followed by 21-30 feet.  

 

The results from the question of what size of the boat that has been used 
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Most of the respondents, 54 %,  was using their anchors mostly during night time, and 25 % 

mostly during day time, as seen in the figure below.  

 

The results from the question of when the anchoring has been made 

 

The most represented anchor in the survey was Claw anchor with over 50 %, followed by the 

plow anchor of 23 %. The anchor least represented was the traditional stock anchor, followed 

by the “other” category, where platelet anchor was the most common answer.  

 

The results from the question of what type of anchor that has been used 
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Overall Results 

The average results from the question “What is important to You in an anchor”, is seen in the 

figure below. Note that a low number is what is rated as the highest importance, i.e. the 

longest bar is the one that the respondents believes is the least important.  

 

The results from the question of what is important in an anchor 

In the nest figure, the results from the three statements is shown. As seen, 25% of the 

respondents believe the statements of “I see positively on using folding anchors” as false. 

Over 75 % of the respondents have answered 3 or lower on the scale on the same question, 

and only 12 % believes the statement to be true.  

On the statement “I see positively on using unconventional and innovative anchors” has more 

than 30 % has answered neutrally. More of respondents believe that the statement is true or 

close to true, 46.5 %, then false or close to false, 22 %.  

Most respondents see neutrally on the statement “I like my anchor to have traditional 

aesthetics and finish”, and almost equally as many believe it to be false or true.       
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The results from the statement-questions 

Sex 

The results from the questionnaire were cross-tabulated to clarify how the answers were 

connected to each other. On the statement questions it was obvious that the women was more 

positive to folding anchors than men, but less positive than men when it comes to more 

innovative and unconventional anchors.  

 

Cross-tabulation of sex and ranked anchor attributes 
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Boat Type 

The cross-tabulation between boat type and when you anchor is seen in the figure below.  

 

Cross-tabulation of boat type and when anchoring takes place 

As seen in the figure below, 61 % of the represented S/Y was between 31-40 feet in size, and 

29 % 21-30 feet in size. The M/Y on the other hand is represented by 39 % of 21-30 feet boats 

and 26 % of 31-40 feet boats.  

 

Cross-tabulation of boat type and boat size 

The cross-tabulation of boat type and anchor type is seen in the figure below. As seen, the 

most common anchor type for both S/Y and M/Y is the claw anchor, and for S/Y this stands 

for 56 % of the answers. It is also clear that the pivoting-fluke anchors is much more common 
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in S/Y than in M/Y, and that the plow anchor is much more common for S/Y than for M/Y. 

Also, the grapnel anchor is more common for M/Y with 19.5 % than for M/Y with only 4.3 

%.  

 

Cross-tabulation of boat type and anchor type 

When looking at the difference between importances of anchor attributes, they vary some 

between owners or user of S/Y and M/Y, according to the figure below. The S/Y owners and 

users are less positive towards using foldable anchors, and less positive towards using 

innovative and unconventional anchors. Overall, the S/Y users and owners are more prone to 

give feedback and write in their own words.   

 

Cross-tabulation of boat type and ranked anchor attributes 
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Time of Anchoring 

In the figure below, the results from the cross-tabulation between anchor type and when they 

are used are seen.  

 

Cross-tabulation of anchor type and time of anchoring 

As seen in the figure below X, 62 % of the represented boats that anchor during night time are 

of a size between 31-40 feet, followed by 29 % between 21-30 feet.  

 

Cross-tabulation of anchor size and time of anchoring 

When comparing day-time users with night-time users it is clear that the importance of the 

anchors attributes differ some, according to Figure below. The night-time users are negative 

to the use of folding anchors, whilst 30 % of the day-time anchors are completely positive to 

the use of it. Day-time users are also more positive to using an innovative and unconventional 

anchor.  
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When cross-tabulating when anchoring with ranked anchor preferences, it gives pretty similar 

results as when cross-tabulating the preferences with S/Y and M/Y. As seen in the figure 

below, the users that often anchors during night time believes the performance factors of the 

anchors is more important than the night time anchors believes. In the same way, the day time 

users reckon the usability aspects to be more important than the night time users.    

 

Cross-tabulation of when anchoring and ranked preferences 

Anchor Types 

Different anchor are used for different boat sizes, according to the table below.  

Different anchors and the most common boat sizes for these  

and percentage of respondents using these over night 

Anchor Common Boat Size % used 

during 

night 
Plow 31-40 ft 53 % 

Claw 31-40 ft 68 % 

Grapnel 21-30 ft 40 % 

Pivoting-fluke 21-30 ft 50 % 

Fisherman 31-40 ft 50 % 

 

The different anchor types were cross-tabulated with the attributes of the chosen anchor. This 

resulted in the tables below, where the answer that most persons, in %, had answered for each 

anchor is seen. Table below translates the different colors and designations.  
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The designations needed to read Table X 

Agree Totally AT 

Agree Some AS 

Neutral N 

Disagree Some DS 

Disagree D 

Not consistent results - 

 

The cross-tabulation of anchor type and the attributes for chosen anchor 

All Respondents 

Anchor Type / Attribute Plow Claw Grapnel 
Pivoting-

Fluke 

 

fluke 

Fisherman 

Good value for money AT AT AS AS AT 

Grips into the seabed fast AS AT N - AS 

Good hold in the seabed AS AT AS AS AS 

Universal for different sea beds AS AS AS AS AS 

Good aesthetics and finish AS AT N AS - 

Injury risk is low AS AT N - AS 

Boat damage risk is low AS AS DS N N 

Easy to clean and maintain AS AS DS - - 

Easy to stow under deck DS N AS DS DS 

Easy to weigh anchor AS AS N AS AS 

Intuitive to use AS AS N AS AS 

 

The cross-tabulation of anchor type and the attributes for chosen anchor for the M/Y user 

respondents 

Only M/Y user Respondents 

Anchor Type / Attribute Plow Claw Grapnel 
Pivoting-

fluke 
Fisherman 

Good value for money N AT - - - 

Grips into the seabed fast AS AT AS AS - 

Good hold in the seabed AS AT AS AS - 

Universal for different sea beds N AS - - - 
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Good aesthetics and finish - - N - - 

Injury risk is low AS - DS - - 

Boat damage risk is low AS - DS - - 

Easy to clean and maintain AS AT - AS - 

Easy to stow under deck N AS AT DS - 

Easy to weigh anchor AS AS AS DS - 

Intuitive to use AS AT - AS - 

 

The cross-tabulation of anchor type and the attributes for chosen anchor for the  

S/Y user respondents 

Only S/Y user Respondents 

Anchor Type / Attribute Plow Claw Grapnel 
Pivoting-

fluke 
Fisherman 

Good value for money AT AT AS AS AT 

Grips into the seabed fast AS AT - AT AS 

Good hold in the seabed AS AT AS - AS 

Universal for different sea beds AS AS AS AS AS 

Good aesthetics and finish AS AS N AS - 

Injury risk is low -  AT N - AS 

Boat damage risk is low AS AS - N - 

Easy to clean and maintain AS AS - AT - 

Easy to stow under deck DS N AS DS DS 

Easy to weigh anchor AS AS N - - 

Intuitive to use AS AS AS AS AS 
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APPENDIX H – Comments from Questionnaire 

Below are comments from the recipients on the digital anchor questionnaire (both in 

Swedish and English).  

 

“The fischermans anchor has been proved for about 1000 years. The only reason to invent new anchors must be 
to get better ways to keep them on modern boats who more look like cars than ships!” 

”Jag brukar ha flera olika ankare ombord för att kunna använda ett som passar bra. Just nu använder jag ett CQR 
på 12 kg och Delta 5 kg. Tidigare har jag använt traditionellt stockankare 8 kg (inte tillräckligt bra) och blyplätt 8 
kg (bra!). Jag tycker att det som påverkar ankringen inte är själva ankaret. Snarare längd på ankarlina (i 
förhållande till djup) och eventuell ankarvikt och kätting. Jag lutar mer och mer åt att ha ett litet lätt ankare (t.ex. 
Delta 5 kg) och en vikt på cirka 2 kg som jag hakar på ankarlinan som ryckdämpare och få en flackare vinkel på 
linan nere vid ankaret. Och, typ av ankarlina är nog ännu viktigare. Har provat ankarband (Ankarolina) under ett 
par år nu men det blir för stumt. Jag går tillbaka till en ganska tunn ankarlina som töjer sig mycket.” 

”Funktion, funktion, funktion!” 

“It must work. You want to feel safe while sleeping in the boat” 

“As you can tell from my answers I am quite satisfied with our two anchors. We have chosen to have them 
electrically driven because this is optimal from all kinds of aspects. You could only with severe difficulty handle a 
boat of eight tons manually. A good anchor should grip fast on all kinds og of bottoms (except from bare stone, of 
course) and hold the boot safe even under tough conditions such as strong wind or unexpected rough sea by 
night.” 

“I feel safe with a few meters of chain, "för att få fjädring"” 

”Jag skulle gärna ha en blyplätt där jag kan dela ankarstång från Blyplätten för att det då skulle vara enklare att 
stuva undan” 

”det viktigaste är att det är lätt att ta upp och risk för klämskader är låg” 

”Önskan finns ju alltid att ankaret skall vara lätt och gripa tag i bottnen snabbt.” 

” Ska vara i rostfritt och passa i befintlig peke. Väga Max 20kg” 

”Ha låg vikt. Inte behöva kätting närmast ankaret. Inte trassla in sig i linan.Ge helsäkert fäste och behålla det även 
om vinden vänder.” 

” Ju mindre ankaret väger desto bättre” 

”Hanterbart inte gör tungt. Orka få upp det. Viktigt att kunna lita på” 

”Greppa säkert i botten. Ej fastna i sjöbotten Ej klämma fingrar” 

”Viktigaste är väl att det alltid håller och är pålitligt. Ingen vill vakna av att vinden vridit och man dunkar in i 
bergväggen. Sedan ska det fästa på alla bottnar, besvärligt att ha många ankare ombord. Problemet är väl att det 
kan vara svårt att lägga ut nog med ankartamp när man ankrar i aktern i många hamnar: det kan vara trångt och 
”båtar måste komma förbi bakom.” 

”Jag ankrar bara på lera och ibland sand, och plätten funkar ok eftersom jag aldrig lämnar båten helt obevakad” 

”Ankaret måste vara konstruerat för att fungera bäst med enbart kätting(vinklarna på flyn och stock)” 

“It should at all times hold on to seabed and be easy to use” 

”Vikten. Får inte vara för tungt. Då orkar jag inte få upp det.” 

”Det viktigaste med ett ankar är att det gräver ner sig snabbt och om det skulle lossna snabbt gräver ner sig igen. 
Man skall kunna sova gott på natten och inte behöva sitta ankarvakt.” 
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”Ska fungera bra med ankarspel, självstuvande på stävrulle. Ska kunna vrida sig i botten vid vindkantring utan att 
släppa först. Måste vara förtroendeingivande - om jag oroar mig för kassa svetsar i billiga ankare kan jag inte 
sova! Ankaret är en komponent i en kedja ( bokstavligen faktiskt...) och kan egentligen inte värderas enskilt.” 

”Förhållandet grepp kontra vikt ska vara högt” 

“Must have good holding and be easy to handle” 

”Har sålt ankare i många år. Dom flesta kunniga båtägare har Två till tre ankare ombord,en 
lunchankare(övernattning i skyddat läge, och en eller två huvudankare för olika botten” 

” most important is good holding. sets and REsets quicly” 

”Skulle helst ha ett kloankare, tycker de vart bäst” 

”Bra om det väger så lite som möjligt.” 

”Ett ankare som har en yta där inte all lera fastnar och som inte behöver vara 'rostfritt'. (Rostfritt = dyrare)” 

”Low weight (without losing other properties)” 

”Det ska ha en fästpunkt för en andra lina, vilken kan användas för att dra loss ankaret om detta fastnat under en 
kätting, vire, annan ankarlina eller ett stenblock.” 

 “god grip even if it is light weight should not come loose if wind swings” 

“Good hold is the only thing that really counts.” 

“Proven function goes first the rest is secondary” 

”Att ankaret inte är så tungt. Med god teknik (att gräva ner sig t.ex.) så kanske det inte behöver vara så tungt. Jag 
är kvinna med lite mindre muskler och har sett exempel på ankare som gräver ner sig mer än traditionella. För 
min del kunde jag alltså, teoretiskt, välja ett lättare ankare, av ny konstruktion, och få,ett lika säkert ankare.” 

”Ankaret får inte vara kommpliserat att göra klart för fällning och nej tack till klämda fingrar.” 

“The anchor should be easy to handle even if using heavy anchors. I can't lift a 15 kg anchor on deck, so I need 
an anchor which I can lift with the help of a winch or which can be stowed outside the boat.” 

“Performance to weight ratio to be as high as possible” 

“function versus weight is important eg not too heavy, but still got performance/grip” 

“Not so heavy but good grip” 

“The anchor MUST get a new grip 100% of times when wind and current change to any new direction. 
Unconditionally” 

“The anchor should work well together with the rope or chain.” 

“I want it easy to stow on deck or hanging on pushpit” 

“The anchor must be able to handle different types of seabeds, in a small boat you don't have any space for 
several anchors for each type of seabed. However i don't see any problem with having one anchor for day time 
and an other over night. During day time you only take a trip if its not too windy, so therefor the anchor wont need 
to be as secure or heavy as a night time anchor. Like you don't know what the seabed looks like when you are 
traveling, but you do know if you are going to stay the night or not and weather conditions to choose the 
appropriated anchor.” 
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APPENDIX I – User test questionnaire 

Below is the questionnaire that was used after the user test with the grapnel anchor.  
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APPENDIX J – User test Results 

The results from the user test with the 3.5 kg grapnel anchor are seen below.  
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APPENDIX K – Quality Function Deployment 

A QFD is made using the criteria and the results from the questionnaire. 
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APPENDIX L – Risk Assessment 

Below is the entire risk assessment for the project presented.  

Methodology 

First we need to answer the question of what can go wrong, with a list of all hazards and risks 

that can occur with the product. The risks are then assessed according to how likely they are 

to happen, using the table below, and are given a level of likelihood.     

Levels accordingly to the likelihood of a risk to occur 

Description Level Inventory 

Frequent A Continuously experienced 

Probable B Will occur frequently 

Occasional C Will occur several times 

Remote D Unlikely, but can occur 

Improbable E Very unlikely, but possible 

 

The risks also need to be assessed according to how severe the potential mishap is. This is 

done using the table below, and gives the risk a Mishap Category from I-IV.  

Categories according to how severe the potential mishap might be 

Description Category Mishap Definition 

Catastrophic I Death, system loss, severe environmental damage 

Critical II Severe injury, major system damage, reversible environmental damage 

Marginal III Minor injury, minor system damage, environmental damage  

Negligible IV Less than minor injury, system damage, environmental damage 

 

The risks are then weighted accordingly to the table below, and are given a number from 1-

20, where 1 is the highest possible risk and 20 is the lowest possible risk.     

A weighting table to assess the potential risk 

Frequency of 

occurrence/Hazard Category 
I II III IV 

A 1 3 7 13 

B 2 5 9 16 

C 4 6 11 18 

D 8 10 14 19 

E 12 15 17 20 
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The Hazard-Risk index 

Hazard-risk Index Criterion 

1-5 Unacceptable 

6-9 Undesirable 

10-17 Acceptable with review 

18-20 Acceptable without review 

 

The Unacceptable and the Undesirable risks are the risks that need to be taken care of during 

the design process, whilst category Acceptable with review needs to have an action plan and 

be reviewed by other designers.  

Assessment  

According to the methodology the potential hazards are listed in the table below, together 

with the assessed likelihood category, Mishap Index, and the weighted Risk Index.  

The potential risks and the weighted Risk Index 

Hazard Likelihood 

Cat. 

Mishap 

Cat. 

Index 

Squeezing of fingers, skin etc. A III 7 

Drop the product on toes/legs/other B III 9 

Damage to boat deck/similar C III 11 

Anchor loose grip and boat/equipment gets damage C II 6 

Anchor loose grip and person gets hurt E I 12 

Damage or loss of  line or chain D III 14 

Damage or loss of shackle D III 14 

Damage to sea beds and/or sea life C IV 18 

Leakage of toxic materials in the sea E II 15 

Material loss from product in to the sea D III 14 

The product gets stuck in sea bed C III 11 

 

Project Risk  

The risks are given a number from 1-5 for both probability and severity where 1 is the lowest 

and 5 is the highest. The numbers are multiplied with each other and a risk index is created, 

see Table below.  
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The potential risks and the weighted Risk Index 

Nr Risk Prob. Severity Index 

1 The prototypes made are not suitable for testing  3 4 12 

2 Difficulties to arrange a testing area 1 4 4 

3 Difficulties to gather people for tests/workshop/questionnaires/interviews 4 5 20 

4 The CAD-model demands programs or knowledge that does not exist 2 5 10 

5 The FEM-analysis demands comprehensive knowledge in Ansys 5 3 15 

6 Parts of the project goes missing caused by computer errors 2 5 10 

7 Ordered goods is delayed from the supplier 3 3 9 

8 Failed communication with the Company 2 5 10 

9 Failed communication with the University 2 5 10 

10 The project report is too big and needs to be shortened 4 1 4 

11 Unexpected things happen in the personal life 3 2 6 

12 Unexpected things happen at the workplace 2 3 6 

13 Unexpected illness 3 3 9 

14 The company cannot pay the project budget 1 4 4 

15 The company cannot pay the project compensation 1 2 2 

 

Prevention Plan 

Nr Index Prevention Plan 

1 12 Plan material and development of prototyping well. Allocate more time to this step. 

3 20 Begin in an early stage to look for potential persons. Talk to people during an early stage. List 

potential persons. Try to figure out when people can meet. 
4 10 Try to stay ahead. Be prepared to work at university or on personal computer.  

5 15 Try to learn about Ansys during the project. Ask people for help.  

6 10 Back up on personal computer, work computer and Dropbox account. 

7 9 Order goods in good time. Use trustworthy suppliers the company knows about. 

8 10 Continuous meetings, go through each step with supervisor.  

9 10 Continuous meetings and mail conversation.  

13 9 Live healthy. Don’t stress. Allocate time wisely. 
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Action Plan 

Nr Index Action Plan 

1 12 Prototypes are to be altered or redone to function in tests.  

3 20 Use volunteers in the immediate area. Ask friends, family and colleges.   

4 10 Work at university or download programs to personal computer or work computer.  

5 15 If Ansys-analysis fail, do a theoretical and mechanical durability analysis instead.  

6 10 Redo work as fast as possible.  

7 9 If faster, order from other supplier. Otherwise reallocate time.  

8 10 Plan more meetings and supervision in the future.  

9 10 Plan more meetings and supervision in the future. 

13 9 Rest.  
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APPENDIX M – SWOT Analysis 

Below is the SWOT analysis presented.  

 

Strengths 

 Focus is on usability 

 Interesting color and trim 

 Can be changed to the customers wishes 

 Innovative use of materials 

 A safer product for the user as well as the boat  

 The users are unhappy with the day anchor products on the market today 

Weaknesses 

 A limited target group 

 Moving parts 

 Higher price 

 Can only take limited forces 

Opportunities 

 A chance to release a more suitable anchor for day anchoring 

 Reach out to new users 

 Establish a name in marine products 

 Contribute to new ideas within anchor design 

 The interest for boats of potential users increases 

 Reach the international scene  

Threats 

 The market is too conservative for the product 

 The product is compared with existing product, and is there for not chosen 

 The Product’s functionality is not as desired 

 The way on how to berth boats is radically changed 

 The boating interest of potential users are decreased 

N 
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APPENDIX N – Mindmaps 

Mindmaps was made of the criteria stated.  
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APPENDIX O - Summary of Brainstorm with TND 

Below is a summary of the brainstorm sessions that were held at top Notch Design AB.  

Locking 

- Threads to be screwed 

- Snap function, every fluke has its own locking 

- Rubber cup to fold over the tip of the flukes 

Correct attach angle 

- Weight in the front of the shaft 

- Floating baloon that slowly gets filled with water 

- Movable weight, gravity-ball 

- Weight in the tip of the flukes 

- Streamlined shape 

- Flexible material that changes shape under pressure 

Horizontal pulling force 

- Leaded line 

- Chain 

- An extra anchor 

- All in one sytem – Foolproof, Failperoof 

Good Setting 

- Big area 

- Combination of anchor, good for both rock and sand 

- Combo between mushroom and Grapnel anchor 

- Automatic unfolding in the water, gets bigger because of friction or force 

- First needs little area for penetration, then big area for setting 

- Umbrella that fills with sand, loose canvas 

- 3 flukes instead of 4 

Usability 

- All flukes is unfolded at the sam time, only one movement 

- Use the foot the hold the anchor while unfolding 

- Be able to stand on the deck, rubber foot 

- You should be able to see that the anchor functions only by looking at it 

- Friction in the joints, rubber/silicone 

- Adjustable for different seabed conditions 

- Handle! You can see it is focus on usability  

Other 

- Could we use pressure? 

- Water that gets absorbed? 

- A lot of small anchors instead of one big 
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APPENDIX P – Pugh’s Matrix 

Below is the Pugh-matrix that was made during the evaluation of concepts.  

 

 

 

-  
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APPENDIX Q – Observations & Findings of Concept Tests 

Below are some of the observations and findings of the concept tests with the metal 

models.  

Concept 1 

The anchor does not penetrate so deep, but the pulling force is yet pretty high and consistent. 

The anchor sometimes sets with two flukes buried, and sometimes with three flukes buried. 

The three-fluke-version is the one with the highest force measured, and this happened at 6/10 

drags.  

    

Concept one, to the left buried with three flukes and to the right with one fluke 

Concept 3 

The model does not penetrate much. The anchor scrapes the surface of the sand. This models 

also has two ways of setting; the two-fluke-way and the one-fluke-way, and it sets as often in 

both ways. The one-fluke-way of setting is the most efficient one, as the forces are higher in 

this setting. 

 

Concept three scrapes the sand 

Concept 4 

Penetrates correct to start with and twist down in the sand to set just right. However, when 

twisting the anchor goes in to a bent path and hits the wall of the sand box. As this happens 
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the anchor twists upwards and goes lose. Only in one drag the anchor does not penetrate 

correctly, but scrapes the surface of the sand lying on the side.  

 

Concept four did not penetrate correctly in one of the drags 

Concept 5 

The anchor does not twist as wanted, so only at one drag the anchor sets entirely correct. In 

the other drags the anchor only penetrates with half of a fluke. This anchor also has a slightly 

bent path, which makes it hit the wall of the sand box at the end of the drag. The anchor does 

not reset properly when loosened. The stocks do not function so well in the soft sand.  

 

Concept five only set entirely correct in one of the drags 

Concept 6 

The anchor penetrates the sand wrongly 4 times out of ten, as it lands on the side. Did not 

twist, but stayed in the same position the entire drag. When recovered, a lot of sand is still 

attached on the anchor’s flukes. Scrapes on the sand, and does not penetrate correctly.  
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Concept number six often sets wrongly 

Concept 7 

The anchor gets completely buried, all the way down to 7 centimeters from the surface of the 

sand. The anchor sets straight and does rarely twist in the sand. The anchor lands up-side 

down at one attempt. Does not work well at all on the angle drag, just scrapes the surface.  

 

Concept seven is completely buried 

Concept 8 

The model sets very fast. The anchor gets completely buried in the sand on almost every drag. 

As the anchor sets, it drags in a bent path and finally hits the wall of the sand box, which 

causes it to go lose. High forces in all measurements, except in one whereas the anchor hits 

the wall in an early stage.  

 

All of the sand falls off from concept eight when recovered 
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Concept 9 

The anchor penetrates correctly in each of the drags, even when it first land on the side. 

However, the anchor does not dig in to the sand, but yet scrapes the surface sand.  

    

Concept nine does not penetrate as wanted 

Concept 10 

The anchor digs very fast and very deep, and gets buried up to 8 cm down in the sand. The 

anchor sometimes buries a bit twisted, and does not go straight again. In two of the drags the 

anchors falls up-side-down and does not penetrate at all.  

 

Concept ten up-side-down 

Concept 11 

The anchor penetrates well and twists in to the right position pretty fast. However, the anchor 

continues to twist, without stopping. This creates a very bent path as well as an anchor that 

does not set, but continues to move around.  

 

Concept eleven does not stop twisting in the sand 
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APPENDIX R – Results Concept Tests 

 

Below are some results from the concept tests. 

 

In the Figure below the force measurements from the concept tests are shown.  

 

The average force, the median force and the average aviation is calculated. This along with 

the force measurements for the angular drag is shown in the Figure below.  

 

The grades for recovery, penetration, consistency and positioning are seen below.  

 

The Pugh ranking is added to the average force ranking and the median force ranking. Then 

the Grade points are subtracted and the angular force added. A total score for every concept is 

calculated.  
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APPENDIX S – Rubber Extension sketches and models 

Below is some sketches, ideas and thoughts about the rubber extension and its design.  

Depending on the weight distribution between the fluke and the shaft, the different design are 

to prefer. If the extension is to be attached in the shaft, the anchor can trip over if, in unfolded 

shape, the weight of the fluke is big compared to the shaft. As a contrary, if the extension is 

attached on to  the fluke, the long shaft will be in the way when unfolded. The models, 

slightly developed, is seen in Figure below. 

 

Seabed-fluke angels for different lengths of the shaft 

Nest figure illustrates how the design of the rubber extension may change the overall standing 

angle of the anchor when unfolded and folded. The green dot in the figure illustrated the joint, 

and the red parts where the extension is fastened. As seen in the first case, where the 

extension is attached to the shaft, the shaft itself will stay horizontal both when the anchor is 

unfolded and folded. However, if the fluke is much heavier relatively the shaft, this might 

cause the anchor to trip over when unfolded. If the extension is to be fastened in the fluke, as 

in the illustration to the upper right, the handle will be horizontal when unfolded. If the fluke 

is heavy, an attachment in the fluke is to prefer. This concept can also be altered so that the 

shaft is slightly angled both as unfolded and folded. The overall length of the anchor is 

minimized in concept one, where the extension is smaller than in the two other concepts.  

 

Three different ways of attaching the rubber extension 
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APPENDIX T – Material Specifications 

Below material specifications for some of the material used is seen.  

 

EPDM-Rubber (CES EduPack, 2013) 

 

HDPE Thermoplastic (CES EduPack, 2013) 
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Comparison of several thermoplastics (CES EduPack, 2013) 

 

 

Cast Aluminum Alloys (CES EduPack, 2013) 
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APPENDIX U – Drawing Pack 

A general assembly together with drawings of the parts is seen in the coming pages. The 

standards parts, the compression springs and the bushings, are not in the drawing pack. 

Note that the drawings are not complete as the detail level and shapes are too complex.  
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APPENDIX V – FEM-analysis 

 

Below is all of the figures from the FEM-analysis presented. The applied force in all three 

situations is 2000 N, and what is calculated in the deformation, stress and force reactions 

on the hande part of the anchor.  

 

SITUATION 1 

Deformation: 

 

Stress 

 

Force Reactions: 
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SITUATION 2 

Deformation: 

 

Stress: 

 

Force Reactions: 
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SITUATION 3 

Deformation: 

 

Stress: 

 

Force Reactions: 
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APPENDIX W – Feedback Questionnaire 

Below is a print screen from the Feedback Questionnaire.  
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APPENDIX X – Sent out material for Feedback 

This material was sent out to the persons that were to answer the feedback questionnaire.  
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APPENDIX Y – Summary of anchor usage questionnaire 

This material was sent out to some of the recipient of the anchor usage questionnaire. 
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APPENDIX Z – Comments from Feedback questionnaire 

All of the comments from the Feedback questionnaire is presented below in Swedish.  

 

Känns inte helt nödvändigt att ta fram ännu fler ankare. I 1000 år har stockankaret fungerat utmärkt och därefter 

de olika patentankarna. Ser ytterst får fördelar med ytterligare en variant. 

Smart design. Tveksam till gummidelarna, hur länge håller dom? 

Ankaret verkar vara bra men det verkar vara en dyr konstruktion med flera material och komplex tillverkning. 

För små båtar är aluminium kanske ok men jag föredrar stål. När man (ankarspelet) drar upp det bli påfrestningen 

stor och rostfritt är lättare att hitta nån som svetsar på semestern. Små båtar som stuvar undan ankaret är detta 

nog bra men många av oss har dem konstant på ett peke eller arm i arktern. Det är då viktigt att ankaret är "self 

deploying". Idén med spåret som linan löper i är smart men hur funkar det när hela gräver ner sin i sanden/lera? 

Ibland syns ju bara linan ner i botten. Den där låsningen tror jag kommer flyga av eller kärva när man backat ner 

det i botten med lite sten i. Är det endast tänkt för liten båt som stuvar i ankarbox för akterfäste? 

Gillar ej rörliga delar. 

Uppskattar genomtänkta skydd på ankaret som minskar risken för skador på båten. Rörlig del kan innebära risk 

för klämskador. Blandade material har absolut fördelar men kan det påverka hållbarhet och kostnad för 

produktion så att det blir svårt att få omsättning? I övrigt så är det ett mycket intressant arbete som ni gjort! Och 

roligt att få vara en del av det. Off topic: har precis köpt ett begagnat SeaGrip att ha som reservankare, just för att 

det går att fälla ihop till ett paket, har en låg vikt och ska vara tillförlitligt på lerbotten och hård botten som är 

vanligast för mig. Har dock inte hunnit testa det ännu utan förlitar mig på Bruce-kopian. Tillförlitligt men inte 

smidigt... 

Jag tycker att du har fångat upp behoven bra. Jag tillhör inte direkt målgruppen (större båt och lunchankrar sällan) 

men är ändå intresserad. Jag har på senare tid gått nedåt steg för steg i ankarvikt och nu kommit ned så långt jag 

vågar. När jag tittar på ditt ankare så funderar jag på hur det funkar på mjuka bottnar. En annan tanke, jag har 

böjt tenen på flera olika ankare när ankaret kilat fast sig på botten. Nu är det svårt att bedöma dimensionerna på 

bilden men jag känner spontant en viss oro över att använda aluminum i tenen. Om du går vidare med 

prototyptillverkning kan jag vara med och testa. Om du är intresserad, och inte redan har det, så kan jag förmedla 

kontakt till Svenska Kryssarklubbens Båttekniska Nämnd. De har gjort flera ankartester och skulle säkert vara 

nyfikna på att prova och ge feedback. Lycka till om du går vidare. Hoppas det. Överväg patent eller designskydd.  

Ser ganska vasst ock kantigt ut, funktion=>ingen aning, material=>kan vara bra, om bra funktion=>troligen stor 

kundkrets ! 

Ser vasst ut och ev risk för skador på båten om man inte tänker sig för. Svårt att uttala sig på bas av en skiss. 

Måste se, klämma och känna för ett korrekt svar. Kan säkert ocskå vara alldeles utmärkt. 

Bra att schackel kan löpa i två riktningar. Kan komma till användning om ankaret fastnar. 

Kan nog vara ett bra ankare för den som skall stuva det ombord. Själv har jag ankare på peke och fast i ankarspel 

på badbryggan, vilket gör att det alltid är klart för användning. Då upplever jag mitt bruceankare som mycket bra 

och ser nog ingen anledning att byta. 

Losstagningsmekanismen verkar kunna få ankaret att lossa vid svajankring och vindskifte 180 grader (vanligt sjö-

nattbris) 

Ankaret verkar väl genomtänkt utifrån beskrivningen. Från min sida återstår tester hur den fäster i olika bottnar. 

Ankarets praktiska funktionalitet alltså. Ingemar i 7 tons segelbåt. 

Det som kan intressera mig mest är hur man förvara ankaret ombord utan att det tar någon plats. 

Det ser "avancerat" ut, passar för nya moderna båtar 
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Komplicerad tillverkning. Många ingående komponenter. 

Vettig idé med ett smidigt ankare som kan stå själv. Ungefär som en blyplätt. Om spärren och bussningarna var 

enkla att justera/reparera/byta själv skulle det vara mycket mer intressant. 

Bilderna är svårtolkade, men beskrivningen ger anledning att tro attest är användarvänligt. Jag skulle vilja se en 

fysisk produkt i verkligheten eller på video. 

Det är alltid spännande med nytänk! Personligen är jag tveksam till den sortens lösningar som visas på den näst 

sista bilden - dvs sådant som små gummibussningar, vilka inte sällan drabbas av åldersförändringar, och 

låsmekanismer med liten hävarm och fjädrar, vilka jag befarar lätt tappar funktion efter ett antal ankringar i 

steniga, grusiga och leriga bottnar. Ett ankare bör enligt mitt tycke ha så få rörliga delar som möjligt eller i vart fall 

ha leder som inte lätt kan påverkas av slitage eller skador genom yttre påverkan. Idén med att kunna fästa 

linan/kättingen i en räls för att medge underlättande av ankarlättning verka genialisk! 

Grundidén är bra då Du försökt att tillgodose båtägares önskemål, men fästförmåga och motståndskraft på olika 

bottnar måste prövas. 

verkar bra. Kan säkert göras bättre. I sverige fukar de det utan problem. Skulle vara kul att de täsdades i typ 

Medelhavet... 

tycker att ankaret skall vara brett åt sidorna och inte spetsigt, jfr Danfort. har en IW 31 

Tack för feedbacken. Intressant att läsa men inte så förvånande resultat tycker jag som seglat i 40 år nu. Har tittat 

på beskrivningen av det nya ankaret avsett att användas för båtar upp till 27 fot. Det är näst intill omöjligt att uttala 

sig om hur bra eller dåligt ett ankare är utan att prova det eller se en testserie av resultat från praktisk tillämpning. 

Så det vill jag inte göra. För egen del så är vår båt 36 fot och väger 8 ton så det skulle inte kunna komma ifråga 

men jag hoppas den nya draggen faller väl ut. 

Tack, kul läsning. Lycka till! 
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APPENDIX ZA -  English to Swedish Dictionary 

 

Askew   Svaj 

Berth   Förtöja 

Breeze   Bris 

Bow    För (på båt) 

Bow roller   Ankarrulle 

Catenary   Ankarlinans kurva 

Course   Grov 

Deck   Däck (på båt) 

Disengage   Lösgöra 

Feet   Fot (längd) 

Fluke   Fly (på ankare) 

Gale   Kuling 

Knots   Knop 

Leisure boat   Fritidsbåt 

Pivoting   Svängande 

Rode    Ankartåg 

Scope   Räckvidd, Ankarlinans längd relativt djupet 

Seabed   Havsbotten 

Seafloor   Havsbotten  

Sediment   Sediment 

Shank   Lägg (skaft på ankare) 

Squeezing hazard  Klämrisk 

Stern   Akter 

Stock   Stock (på ankare) 

Stow   Stuva 

Tides   Tidvatten 

Torque   Moment 

Recover the anchor   Lätta ankar 

Windlass   Ankarspel 
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